This paper presents an implemented algorithm that automatically designs fixtures and assembly pallets to hold three-dimensional parts. All fixtures generated by the algorithm employ round side locators, a side clamp, and cylindrical supports; depending on the value of an input-control flag, the fixture may also include swing-arm top clamps. Using these modular elements, the algorithm designs fixtures that rigidly constrain and locate a part, obey task constraints, are robust to part-shape variations, are easy to load, and are economical to produce. For the class of fixtures that are considered, the algorithm is guaranteed to find the global optimum design that satisfies these and other pragmatic conditions. We present the results of the algorithm applied to several practical manufacturing problems. For these complex problems, the algorithm typically returns initial high-quality fixture designs in less than a minute, and identifies the global optimum design in just over an hour. The algorithm is also capable of solving difficult design problems where a single fixture is desired that can hold either of two parts.
Introduction
Fixture design is a practical problem. When manufacturing products, it is often necessary to hold a workpiece in place during the course of several manufacturing tasks, such as machining, assembly, or inspection operations. The fixtures used to hold the workpiece must prevent undesired part motions and avoid interfering with these tasks, often with the additional requirement that the workpiece must be held in an accurate, repeatable position. These conditions must be maintained even in the face of small variations in workpiece shape that inevitably occur in real manufacturing operations.
For process efficiency, the fixture must also be easy to load and unload. In addition to these technical considerations, the fixture must perform well in the economic context of the surrounding business enterprise, implying that the fixture must be inexpensive to fabricate and must provide flexibility appropriate to the manufacturing operation.
Thus, the fixture-design problem is characterized by a blend of technical and pragmatic issues that must be considered together to identify a successful fixture design. In this paper, we present an implemented algorithm that automatically designs optimal fixtures for a particular class of problems. The resulting fixtures provide rigid constraint and deterministic location of the workpiece, obey all associated task constraints, are robust in the face of workpiece-shape variations, are easy to load and unload, and offer good economic performance in a variety of business scenarios.
All fixture designs returned by the algorithm are comprised of a few basic fixturing elements. These include round lateral locators, a side clamp, cylindrical support pads, and swingarm top clamps. Locating and clamping elements in this class are widely available, and are often employed in fixtures based on the 3-2-1 location scheme (Hoffman 1987) . These elements are used by the algorithm to design fixtures that hold the workpiece in kinematic form closure; that is, workpiece motion is only possible through deformation of either the workpiece or the fixture. Form closure is assured by using the supports and top clamps to prevent motion out of the xy-plane, and by employing the lateral locators and side clamp to prevent motion within the plane. This scheme guarantees kinematic constraint in all six degrees of freedom, and follows common 3-2-1 fixturing practice. Further following common practice, the algorithm only places top clamps directly above supports to avoid clamp-induced workpiece deformations.
Given a fixturing problem specified by a workpiece and a set of task constraints, the algorithm generates a series of feasible fixture designs that provide form closure while obeying *This work was performed while the author was at Sandia National Laboratories.
The International Journal of Robotics Research Vol. 17, No. 12, December 1998 , pp. 1243 -1281 Sage Publications, Inc. the constraints. Each fixture is passed to a user-defined quality metric that rates the fixture design. This quality metric can consider arbitrary aspects of the fixture in assigning a quality score, and may apply thresholds to determine whether any of these aspects is unacceptably poor. The fixture is discarded if it fails to pass some threshold; otherwise, it is assigned a scalar quality value. The algorithm employs branch-andbound pruning to identify the global optimum fixture design while exploring only a small portion of the feasible fixturedesign space.
The resulting optimum fixture design is the best possible design that can be constructed with the available fixture elements, subject to several small approximations described below. These approximations may be removed at the expense of additional computation.
Our implementation includes a quality metric that considers three fixture aspects: the fixture's ability to resist expected forces without exerting large reaction forces on the workpiece, the fixture's ability to repeatedly locate critical features of the workpiece, and the ease of loading the fixture. This metric is sensitive to the specific manufacturing operations that will be applied to the workpiece, and applies independent thresholds to each of these criteria. Each quality criterion returns a value between 0.0 and 1.0, and the total quality is determined by a weighted sum of the three resulting values. This metric is appropriate for a variety of fixture applications, but other metrics may also be supplied to the program.
Our implementation also includes an interface that interactively displays the fixture designs as they are generated. This allows the user to apply subjective evaluation criteria that are not included in the program's quality metric, and also to stop the computation once an acceptable fixture design is generated. Thus, the user may accept an early fixture design to reduce program run time, or obtain the global optimum by letting the program run to completion.
Figures [1] [2] [3] [4] show several examples. Figure 1 shows a fixture designed by the algorithm for a job-shop machining problem, comprised of modular elements that may be rapidly assembled in various configurations. In this problem, a near-netshape casting requires several finish-machining operations. This problem is difficult, because the complex pockets and large number of holes greatly constrain the placement of support elements. The input description of this problem includes the workpiece shape, regions swept by the cutter, expected machining forces, tolerance limits on critical workpiece features, and the components of the fixture kit. Every fixture design returned by the algorithm is guaranteed to resist the expected machining forces without causing permanent deformation of the workpiece at the fixture contacts. For this scenario, we selected a high-quality fixture that appeared early in the computation; this fixture design was computed in 18 8 sec on an SGI workstation. Fig. 4 . A pallet allowing the assembly of two different products : (a) a pair of dissimilar products chosen to demonstrate the capabilities of the algorithm; (b) optimal mixed-part pallet design (pins common to both designs are darkened for clarity); and (c) the pallet.
(c) matic clamps. The problem is described by the same information used in the job-shop machining scenario, except for the fixture elements and loading requirements. For this problem, every fixture design returned by the algorithm provides all of the guarantees assured in the manual case, plus the additional guarantee that the workpiece may be easily loaded using a simple vertical-loading strategy that includes bounded motion uncertainty. The algorithm returns initial valid designs within 66 seconds. However, for this mass-production scenario, we let the algorithm run to completion, identifying the global optimum design in 61 min. Figure 3 shows a fixture designed for automated assembly, sometimes called an assembly pallet. Because the pallet will be used in an assembly line, the fixture elements are designed to be inexpensive to fabricate and easy to load vertically. In this problem, a personal-cassette-player mechanism is assembled by vertically inserting several parts onto a main chassis. The underside of the chassis has several fragile pins extending downward, requiring the pallet to hold the chassis off the pallet surface. A number of the attached parts extend past the boundary of the chassis, constraining the placement of fixture elements. The input description of this problem includes the shape of the chassis, the regions occupied by added parts, expected assembly and pallet transfer forces, position tolerances associated with assembly sites, and the pallet-fixture elements. Every fixture design returned by the algorithm is guaranteed to prevent part motion during insertion and pallet transfer operations, and also to repeatedly locate critical assembly sites within their associated position tolerances. The algorithm produced an initial fixture design for this problem in 1.7 min, and found the global optimum design in 9.4 min. Figure 4 shows a fixture designed to support the assembly of two different products on the same line. Fixtures of this type are often required by companies that manufacture a family of related products. In this case, we chose an extreme example of two dissimilar products to demonstrate the capabilities of the algorithm. To design this fixture, we implemented a procedure that runs the algorithm on each problem individually, generating two sets of single-product fixture designs. The procedure then forms all pairs of the resulting designs, discarding designs that are not mutually compatible. This produces a series of mixed-product fixture designs that includes two or three pins in common between the constituent single-product designs. The figure shows the design pair with the three common lateral locator pins that had the highest aggregate quality score. This fixture satisfies all of the assembly requirements of both products, and allows the manufacturer to easily switch between products to adjust production volumes in response to varying market conditions. This entire computation was performed in 146 min. Section 7 explains each of these examples in detail.
The style of fixtures generated by our algorithm implicitly restricts the set of fixturing problems that may be solved. For example, the algorithm only places supports and top clamps on horizontal surfaces, and only places side locators and clamps on vertical surfaces. Thus, while the algorithm may be applied to workpieces of arbitrary shape, it will perform poorly on problems where the workpiece has few of these surfaces. Furthermore, since the algorithm only returns fixture designs that provide kinematic form closure, it cannot find solutions in cases where kinematic constraint is impossible. Examples include surfaces of revolution, which require friction to constrain (Mishra, Schwartz, and Sharir 1987) .
Another important limitation is that our algorithm only provides constraint for a single part. In some assembly problems, it is necessary to hold several parts in a desired relative position before fastening them together. For example, the motor shown in Figure 3a must be supported from below before it is fastened to the chassis with two screws; therefore, the pallet shown in Figure 3c requires an additional manually designed support for the electric motor, or the motor must be attached to the chassis before it is loaded into the pallet. Section 7.2 explains how the algorithm input may be configured to leave room for a manually designed support.
Thus, our fixture-design tool only addresses a subclass of all possible fixture-design problems; namely, those that involve a single workpiece with an abundance of horizontal and vertical surfaces that is not a surface of revolution. Extending the fixture design algorithm to employ a broader repertoire of locating and clamping primitives would expand the set of problems for which the algorithm returns useful solutions. We return to this topic in Section 8.
The remainder of this paper explains the algorithm in detail. We begin by reviewing the background literature in Section 2. Then we present a detailed explanation of the algorithm in Sections 4-6. Section 7 presents several case studies that show how the algorithm may be applied to practical problems. Section 8 concludes by discussing lessons learned and opportunities for future work.
Previous Work
This paper draws on a number of prior results in fixture design, grasp planning, and mechanics analysis. The literature in these areas is vast, and in this section we discuss only those results that are directly relevant. A survey of the work in this area has been assembled by Pertin-Troccaz (1989) .
The algorithm reported in this paper is a direct descendant of the Brost and Goldberg (1996) algorithm for designing planar fixtures. In this paper, we have extended the prior algorithm to three dimensions; added the notion of robust form closure; extended the fixture-quality metric to consider 3-D forces, position repeatability, and ease of loading; and extended the algorithm to design fixtures for mass production as well as small-lot applications. Furthermore, we have developed an anytime-algorithm user interface that allows the user to obtain initial fixture designs quickly. Wallack and Canny (1994) independently produced an algorithm that is similar to Brost and Goldberg's planar algo-rithm, and they have since extended it to include nonlinear planar-object features (Wallack and Canny 1996) . Wallack and Canny's algorithm is based on a modular vise with pins placed in a grid of holes on each vise jaw, rather than the single plate with detachable clamps and pins treated in this article.
This work attempts to bridge the gap between past results addressing the practical aspects of fixture analysis and design, and related results regarding the algorithmic nature of automatic fixture and grasp planning.
In the area of fixture analysis and design, Asada and By (1985) published methods for analyzing the constraint and instantaneous loadability of a given fixture design. Subsequent work developed fixture-analysis methods for machining applications, and basic planning algorithms that considered the task of taking a workpiece from raw stock to its final form (Englert 1987; Hayes and Wright 1989; Sakurai 1992; Kim 1993) . Other papers have developed analysis methods and heuristic planning procedures (Gandhi and Thompson 1986; Lee and Haynes 1986; Hoffman 1987; Boyes 1989; Chou, Chandru, and Barash 1989; DeVries 1989,1991; Bausch and Youcef-Toumi 1990; Cohen 1991; King, Hart, and Wong 1991; Chang 1992; Shirinzadeh 1993; Hockenberger and De Meter 1993; Rearick, Hu, and Wu 1993; De Meter 1994) . These papers developed methods for analyzing the performance of a given fixture, and some also described fixture-design procedures based on heuristics or incomplete algorithms. In this paper, we develop a complete synthesis algorithm for workpieces of arbitrary shape, and extend many of the analysis techniques developed in these prior papers. However, we do not apply the full process plan or workpiece deformation analysis methods reported in some papers (Descotte and Latombe 1981; Lee and Haynes 1986; Menassa and DeVries 1989; Sakurai 1992; Chang 1992; Hockenberger and De Meter 1993; Rearick, Hu, and Wu 1993) .
In the field of computer science, several complete-grasp synthesis algorithms have been reported, as well as proofs of completeness for abstract grasping problems. Example synthesis algorithms include those by Mishra, Schwartz, and Sharir (1987) ; Mani (1988) ; Nguyen (1988) ; Mishra (1991) ; and Ponce, Sullivan, Boissonnat, and Merlet (1993) ; which approach the grasp-planning problem from a variety of perspectives. Each of these results addresses an abstract formulation of the grasping problem-for example, identifying a set of contact points that will hold a given object in form closure. In addition, there have been several algorithms that design fixtures using a variety of proposed hardware primitives (Wagner, Zhuang, and Goldberg 1995; Ponce 1996; Overmars, Rao, Schwarzkopf, and Wentnik 1995) . Finally, there have been a number of papers developing metrics to assess grasp and fixture quality (Salisbury and Craig 1982; Ohwovoriole 1987; Ferrari and Canny 1992; Trinkle 1992 ). Our work is distinguished from these past results in two main ways. First, we explicitly represent task requirements, such as expected applied forces or regions that must remain clear to avoid interference with the task. Second, we guarantee that the fixture can be easily built using hardware components that have been proven in real industrial applications, whereas these prior algorithms synthesized grasp configurations using idealized point contacts or unproven hardware systems. A notable exception is the MIT Handey project (Lozano-P6rez, Jones, Mazer, and O'Donnell 1988) , which produced a graspplanning algorithm that simultaneously considered task geometric constraints and gripper characteristics for planning robot pick-and-place tasks.
From a fundamental perspective, there have been a number of proofs addressing necessary and sufficient conditions for constraining a rigid body with unilateral contacts. These include Lakshminarayana's ( 1978) proof that 7 points are necessary to constrain a rigid body in form closure, and the results of Mishra, Schwartz, and Sharir (1987) and Markenscoff, Ni, and Papadimitriou (1990) proving that 12 and 7 points, respectively, are sufficient for bodies that are not surfaces of revolution. Our work stands in contrast to these results, primarily because of the practical issues surrounding real fixture-design problems. First, we employ more than the minimum number of required contacts, so that we can employ standard locating and clamping elements and avoid clamp-induced workpiece deformations. Second, in many cases a form-closure fixture design is impossible for a given problem, because of geometric constraints imposed by the task; the assembly pallets designed by our algorithm provide one example.
It is worth noting that the hardware that we have selected performs well on a specific class of problems, but is not capable of solving all fixture problems. In addition to excluding surfaces of revolution and objects without horizontal and vertical surfaces, the fixture hardware is fundamentally incapable of holding objects that are very small relative to the fixture grid size, or which closely approximate a surface of revolution (Zhuang, Goldberg, and Wong 1994) . Wentink, van der Stappen, and Overmars (1996) have assembled a detailed evaluation of the capabilities of various types of fixture kits.
This paper addresses the problem of constraining a single part. The simultaneous constraint of multiple parts has been studied by several authors. De Meter (1993) presents a detailed method of analyzing multipart assembly pallets; others have reported analysis results and synthesis methods for multipart fixtures using abstract fixture elements (Baraff, Mattikalli, and Khosla 1994; Wolter and Trinkle 1994) .
This work was previously published in conference form (Brost and Peters 1996) . A longer, fully detailed version is also available (Brost and Peters 1997) .
The Fixture Kit
The fixture-design program designs fixtures consisting of a base plate, three lateral locators, a side clamp, support pads, and in some cases, top clamps. These components are discussed in the following sections.
The Base Plate
The base plate is a rectangular plate with a grid of holes for attaching fixture components. The holes may be either threaded holes for attaching components such as top clamps, or dowel holes that are used to precisely place lateral locators. The lower portion of each dowel hole is threaded. The grid spacing is dgrid. The holes may be predrilled, or drilled on an as-needed basis. Figure 5a shows a lateral locator and its associated dimensions. This locator plugs into a dowel hole in the base plate for precise positioning. Contact with the workpiece occurs only on the qualified surface of the locator, indicated by the label hcontact. Each locator also has an associated tolerance locator, indicating the maximum possible distance between the locator's nominal surface and its true surface. Spacers are used to set the locator at various heights above the base plate; these may be restricted to a discrete set of heights.
The Lateral Locator
Assembly pallets use lateral locators that are rods pressed into the base plate. Figure 5b shows such a lateral locator and its associated dimensions. These locators have conical tips to ease loading of the workpiece into the assembly pallet. Because the rod can be cut to the appropriate length, spacers are not used. Also, the parameter hcontact is not relevant, because contact may occur anywhere below the conical tip.
The Side Clamp
The side-clamp body and its associated fittings are represented as a prism. The cylindrical plunger tip is required to have the same radius as the lateral locators; the remainder of the plunger is represented conservatively as a prism with a height equal to the total height of the plunger tip. The plunger has an associated line of travel, travel limits, and retracted position. The constraint provided by the side clamp may be modeled in one of two ways, depending on the type of clamp. Some manual clamps have over-center mechanisms that lock the plunger in place; we treat these as rigid kinematic constraints. For hydraulic or pneumatic clamps, we assume that the clamp plunger exerts a fixed force Fplunger. An example manual side clamp is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6a shows a drawing of the actual clamp, while Figure 6b shows the body prism, plunger prism, and plunger tip used in designing a fixture. The body prism includes the region swept by the handle as the clamp is opened and closed.
An example hydraulic side clamp is shown in Figure 7 . In this case, the body prism has been expanded on the left side to allow for hydraulic lines and fittings. The side clamp used in assembly pallets may be a simple spring-loaded device, or it may be a lateral locator placed at an off-grid position in the base plate.
3.4. The Support Pad Support pads lift the workpiece off the base plate. Figure  8 shows two types of modular support pads and their associated dimensions. Figure 8a shows a support pad with a self-aligning contact pad, while Figure 8b shows one with a simple flat top. Vertical heights are set using spacers designed to allow a continuous range of heights. An assembly-pallet support pad is a flat-topped rod of appropriate length that is pressed into the base plate.
The Top Clamp
A top clamp with associated dimensions is shown in Figure  9 . All components are represented as cylinders of appropriate height, except for the arm, which is represented as a prism. An example manual top clamp is shown in Figure 10 . An example hydraulic top clamp is shown in Figure 11 ; this clamp automatically rotates 90° as it closes. Each top clamp also has an optional associated clamping force Ftop. The assembly pallets discussed in this report do not use top clamps. 
The Design Algorithm
The fixture-design program has two major modules: the user interface and the fixture-design procedure. The interface accepts user input, starts and stops the design procedure, displays results as they are generated, and allows interactive study of the results. The fixture-design procedure generates fixture designs, assures that they are valid, and applies the quality metric. In the following sections, we focus on the details of the fixture-design algorithm.
The Problem Statement

Assumptions
The primary assumption we make is that the workpiece is a rigid body. The algorithm provides no explicit deformation analysis, although the form-closure robustness analysis described in Section 4.3 does reject some fixtures that are vulnerable to local shape deformations. A second key assumption is that the style of fixtures considered by the algorithm is sufficient for producing an acceptable solution to the given fixturing problem. We discuss the implications of these assumptions in Section 8.
The fixture-generation algorithm also makes the minor assumption that the workpiece should be placed at the lowest available height, provided that it does not touch the fixture plate. Raising the workpiece above this height generally degrades fixture quality by reducing the effective stiffness of the fixture elements.
Our default quality metric makes three additional assumptions. First, we assume frictionless contacts between the workpiece and the fixture elements when performing the force analysis discussed in Section 5.1. This assumption is conservative in the sense that if friction is present, the available constraint will increase. Note that another part of our algorithm explicitly considers friction-the loading analysis discussed in Section 5.3. Second, our position-repeatability analysis assumes that out-of-plane location errors are negligible. Section 5 discusses the implications of these assumptions. A third minor assumption is that the contact-pressure distributions at fixture side contacts will minimize the induced tipping moment; this assumption is explained in the appendix.
Input
The algorithm requires the following input data.
Workpiece W, expressed in a volumetric shape representation that allows fetching a list of individual boundary features, generation of the workpiece silhouette when viewed along the z-axis, and which supports the interference checks described below. Each boundary feature should have the following associated information : -a tolerance 6shape. indicating the possible discrepancy between the position of the nominal workpiece surface and the true surface, and a tolerance Normal. indicating the possible angular discrepancy between the nominal surface normal at a point on the feature and the true normal. We also require the workpiece center of mass (xcom, Ycom ~ zcom), and weight ww. The workpiece material is also required to look up friction coefficients for the loading analysis. Geometric access constraints C, expressed in the same volumetric representation as W.
When analyzing fixture loading, it is convenient to break C into three components: Conly-loading, Conly-loaded, and Calways, which apply only during fixture loading and unloading, only while the fixture is loaded, and at all times, respectively. An example Conly-loading constraint is the volume occupied by the gripper fingers of the manipulator used to load and unload the fixture; the clamps must avoid this volume in the open position. An example Conly-loaded constraint is the volume swept by a cutting tool; the clamps must avoid this volume in the closed position. An example Calways constraint is the volume occupied by a part added to an assembly ; clamps must avoid this volume in both the open and closed positions. We define Grading = Calways U Conly-loading ~ and Cloaded = Calways U Conly-loaded · · A fixture kit, comprised of a base plate, lateral locators, support pads, a side clamp, and (possibly) top clamps.
· Minimum clearance limits dxy and dz, indicating the minimum distance allowed between the workpiece and nonlocator fixture elements.
· Minimum side-contact height hrequired.
· A quality metric comprised of three functions, Qxy, Qz, and Q3D, which accept an xy-constraint, z-constraint, and a 3-D fixture design, respectively. These terms are defined in Section 4.2. Each function returns a scalar in [0, 1 or 0, indicating that the fixture is unacceptable. A set of weights wxy, wZ, and w3D are also supplied. We require that Qxy and Qz be insensitive to element-spacer height, the absolute height z of W above the fixture plate, and the placement of the top clamp bodies; any quality analysis that considers these parameters should be placed in Q3D. Significant control information may be embedded in this metric, such as a description of the expected applied forces, the locations of critical workpiece features and their associated tolerances, or the desired clearance during loading. Our default quality metric is explained in Section 5.
max-clamplnormal-angle, which limits the angle between the side-clamp travel direction and the surface normal at the contact point.
The last two parameters are used by the original planar fixture-synthesis algorithm; for details, see the earlier work by Brost and Goldberg (1996) .
Output
Given this input, the fixture-design algorithm generates a series of feasible fixture designs, with associated quality scores. If p = 0, then this series will include all possible fixture designs ; otherwise, the series will correspond to a subset of the possible fixtures that is guaranteed to include the global optimum. Fixture designs are output as they are generated; once all fixture designs have been generated, the fixtures are sorted according to their overall quality scores. Every fixture design returned by the algorithm satisfies all of the following conditions:
1. The workpiece is held in form closure.
2. The form-closure condition is robust in the face of local workpiece-shape variations (see Section 4.3). 3. The workpiece location is deterministic in the sense proposed by Asada and By (1985) ; that is, there is no configuration of the nominal workpiece that is close to the proper configuration where the workpiece is in contact with all of the locators. 4. No part of the fixture intersects the geometric access volumes C. 5. All top clamps are directly above support pads. 6. The fixture may be assembled using the available fixture elements. 7. All nonlocating fixture elements clear the nominal workpiece laterally and vertically by at least dxy and dz , respectively. 8. The fixture obeys all minimum-quality thresholds specified in the quality metric. For our metric, this implies: (a) for each expected applied force, the resulting contact-reaction forces are less than the input force limits;
(b) for every critical workpiece feature, the worstcase position error is less than the associated position tolerance, considering the locator and workpiece side-surface-shape errors; and (c) the fixture may be easily loaded, meaning that (1) there is a workpiece-loading position that clears all fixture elements by a lateral distance of at least djoad, (2) in the loading position, the top-clamp arms may be retracted to a position that allows the workpiece to be loaded and removed vertically, (3) the workpiece center of gravity is contained within the support triangle in both the loading and final loaded position, and (4) the side clamp can push the workpiece into the final loaded position, without jamming due to friction or stalling the actuator.
In addition to assuring that all output-fixture designs satisfy these conditions, the algorithm is guaranteed to generate the global optimum design with respect to the input-quality metric and the parameter side-contact-height-preference. If side-contact-height-preference is set to optimum, then the returned optimum will be the true global optimum. If sidecontact-height-preference is set to minimum or coplanar, then the returned optimum will be the global optimum solution within the subspace of fixture designs that are considered.
Fixture Generation
The style of fixtures considered by the algorithm allows us to decompose a fixture design into two parts: the xy-constraint, which is responsible for preventing motion within the xyplane, and the z-constraint, which is responsible for preventing motion out of the xy-plane. As we shall see, this decomposition is convenient for the purposes of automatic design.
The decomposition suggests a straightforward synthesis algorithm: first, generate all possible xy-constraint designs. Then, for each resulting xy-constraint, generate all possible z-constraints. Finally, score and sort the designs, returning the sorted list of 3-D fixture designs. This strategy will work, but has the undesirable property that no output is returned until the full set of fixture designs is generated. To return initial designs as quickly as possible, our algorithm interleaves these synthesis steps so that as soon as an xy-constraint is generated, z-constraint synthesis begins for that xy-constraint. As soon as a valid z-constraint is found, the xy-and z-constraints are merged to produce a full 3-D design, which is scored and placed in the output queue. Constraints are applied as early as possible to avoid investing further synthesis effort in a doomed preliminary design. These measures complicate the control structure somewhat, but reduce the total run time and allow early output of initial designs.
In the sections that follow, we omit the details of this interleaved control structure, and instead simply explain each major step in the synthesis of a valid fixture design. The following sections will describe the preprocessing, xy-constraint synthesis, z-constraint synthesis, and final 3-D fixture construction steps. Discussion of fixture-quality scoring is deferred until Section 5.
Input Preprocessing
The first step of the algorithm. is to visit each face F of W and construct the subset of F that is suitable for location or clamping. These subsets fall into one of three categories: bottom surfaces, which are planar surface patches that have a surface normal pointing in the -z-direction, and that are visible from below the object; top surfaces, which are planar surface patches that have a surface normal pointing in the +z-direction; and side surfaces, which are vertical surface patches that have a surface normal that lies in the xy-plane, and that are visible from below the object.
These surface patches are then projected onto the xy-plane to produce a collection of planar regions and curves (Fig. 12 ). Any nonlinear elements of these regions and curves are then converted to piecewise-linear approximations, producing a collection of polygonal regions and line segments. These are then passed to the fixture-design procedure, with appropriate pointers back to the original features in W so that height information can be recovered later. If use-non-silhouettewalls ? is false, then projected edges that do not correspond to the workpiece silhouette are discarded. Similarly, projected edges that correspond to vertical faces with bounding z-values Zmax -min < hrequired are also discarded.
Generation of xy-Constraints
An xy-constraint is comprised of three side locators and a side clamp; we refer to these contact elements as fixels for convenience. We synthesize xy-constraints using the planar fixturesynthesis algorithm reported by Brost and Goldberg (1996) . This algorithm enumerates all possible planar formclosure fixture designs for an input polygon, and is therefore guaranteed to find the global optimum. Here we review the differences between the original planar algorithm and our 3-D algorithm. 
Planar Fixture Synthesis
The first step of our algorithm is to transform the projected edges by the fixel radius, which allows us to treat the fixels as ideal points (Fig. 13 ). This process differs slightly from the growing operation reported by Brost and Goldberg (1996) . Because the previous algorithm accepted a simple polygon as input, it is possible to remove unreachable grown edge segments by cutting edges at all intersection points, and discarding those segments that lie on the interior of the grown polygon. For 3-D problems, the projected edges generally do not form a simple polygon, and edges cannot be deleted without analyzing reachable heights. This could be accomplished by constructing the Minkowski sum of W with a cylinder; this geometric operation is directly analogous to the growing operation employed by Brost and Goldberg (1996) . However, we choose instead to simply transform the projected edges by the fixel radius, and discard contacts with unreachable edges later during fixel-height analysis. This approach simplifies the implementation, and avoids the robustness problems that plague Minkowski sum operations.
After generating grown projected edges, we employ a heuristic that was not used by Brost and Goldberg (1996) . To encourage high-quality xy-constraints to appear early in the enumeration, we sort the list of projected edges according to length and direction. This sorting process first partitions the list of projected edges into four sets, according to edge direction. For example, edges with directions in [0°, 90°) are placed in set 1, edges with directions in [90°, 180°) are placed in set 2, and so forth. These direction intervals define four 90° quadrants; the orientation of this quadrant system is adjusted dynamically to distribute the edges as evenly as possible among the four quadrants. After the edges are partitioned into the four sets, each set is sorted in order of decreasing edge length. The algorithm then reassembles the edge list, taking the longest remaining edge from each set in a round-robin fashion. This biases long edges toward the front of the list, and assures that edge directions in each of the four quadrants occur regularly. After transforming and sorting the projected edges, we next enumerate all possible form-closure fixtures that employ three ideal point-side locators, and an ideal point-side clamp.
The first step is to enumerate all triples of grown projected edges where a given edge appears at most twice. Then, for each triple (ea, eb, e,), the algorithm generates all possible placements of three locators that may contact the edge triple. This is accomplished by exploiting several geometric constraints explained by Brost and Goldberg (1996) . For each triple of locator positions, the algorithm calculates the (x, y, 9) position of the workpiece in contact with the locators. This is accomplished by the following function:
where (xl, yl), (x2, Y2), and (x3, y3) are the positions of locators 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and rl = r2 = r3 is the fixel radius. This function returns a set of (x, y, 9) poses where each edge is in contact with its corresponding locator. If the edges are linear, then there may be up to two such poses, each of which corresponds to a distinct locator setup. There are a number of methods for computing these poses; the method we use is explained in detail by Brost and Peters (1997) , and differs from the method used by Brost and Goldberg (1996) .
After enumerating all possible locator setups, the algorithm generates the set of all possible form-closure clamp positions for each locator setup. This is accomplished by direct construction, using an analysis in the (Fx, Fy, r) space of planar forces; Brost and Goldberg (1996) have explained the details. The algorithm then checks the robustness of each form-closure constraint, as explained in Section 4.3. This test did not appear in Brost and Goldberg's earlier work (1996) .
Height-Range Analysis
At this point, the algorithm by Brost and Goldberg (1996) checks to see if the planar side clamp interferes with the input polygon. For the 3-D problem, this test is more complicated. Because features of the workpiece may project over the top of the side clamp, interference between the workpiece and side clamp cannot be checked until the height of the xy-constraint elements is determined. Thus, the next step in the algorithm is to perform a height analysis, which determines the heights of the workpiece, side locators, and side clamp above the fixture base plate.
The algorithm begins by determining valid placement heights for the side locators and the side-clamp tip. The algorithm first determines the ranges of valid heights for each fixel, measured relative to the workpiece. These height ranges may contain negative values. The algorithm then selects a particular height for the workpiece and each fixel, assuring that the workpiece clears the plate and that each fixel spacer height is non-negative.
The first step of this height analysis is to identify the range of allowable heights for each fixel. Recall that each fixel must satisfy the minimum contact height, hrequired~ and the minimum vertical clearance, dz. For each fixel, we construct a set H of z-intervals that correspond to valid placements of the fixel, considering both contact overlap and interference.
These z-intervals refer to the top of the fixel-contact surface, measured relative to the workpiece reference frame. At this point, the fixel contact is represented as a contact between an ideal point and a grown projected edge. Using the fixel radius, the algorithm constructs the contact point between the actual fixel and the original nongrown projected edge. The resulting contact point then defines a vertical line; this line is intersected with the vertical faces of W that generated the projected edge, producing a set of line segments delineating possible contact with W (see Fig. 14) . Each line segment determines a [zn,in, Zmax] interval of possible contact. We then convert this to an interval of possible fixel-placement heights by forming [zmin, Z' in .1, where z~ax = zmax +hcontact. This interval describes the possible fixel heights that will produce a nonzero contact overlap between the fixel and the vertical face of W. Because we require contact overlap of at least required, we shrink this interval to form [zn,in, z£ax] where Zmin = Zmin + hrequired and Z2ax * Z max required-This produces a set H of z-intervals describing fixelplacement heights that assure sufficient contact overlap.
We now prune this set of intervals to avoid interference with W U Cloaded (the analysis of Cloading is explained in Section 5.3). For brevity, we will abbreviate W U Cloaded as V, the volume to avoid. Because fixels are cylinders that rise from the fixture base plate, we can view these elements as cylinders that start at -oo and rise to the desired z height. Let us define the maximum attainable height zlimit as the height where the cylinder first intersects V, neglecting intended contacts.
If we calculate ziirn~t, we obtain the height where the cylinder first collides with V. Because we are interested in constraints on fixel-placement height, we form Z~imit = Zlimit -(hcap ~-dz), which gives us the fixel-placement height where interference first occurs. We then prune H by intersecting it with the interval [-oo, Z~irnit]. This produces the set of valid fixel-placement heights, considering both contact overlap and fixel interference.
The algorithm performs this height analysis using an equivalent but faster computation. Instead of determining Zhnut. the algorithm checks to see whether interference occurs below zma,~, the maximum height in H. This is accomplished using the function z -limit?(x, y, r, Zdesired. V), where x, y, and r define the vertical cylinder, and Zdesired is the maximum height of interest. This function only returns a value when interference occurs below Zdesired ~ if so, then Zlimit is returned. This avoids geometric intersection tests with features of V that are above desired. For a given fixel, the algorithm calls:
where (x f, y f) is the fixel position transformed into the workpiece-coordinate frame, and E is a small value used to avoid detecting intended contacts. If a non-null Zlimit value is found, the algorithm forms ziimic = zlirnit -(hcap + dz)~ and then replaces H with H n [-oo, z~~m;t]. Otherwise, H does not need to be pruned.
The interference check for the side clamp and its plunger is analogous. Since these are not cylinders, the algorithm employs a pr i sm-z-l imi t?( Q, 6, Zdemed, V) function that returns the first z-value where a prism with cross-section Q passes within E of V, if prism-z-limit? returns a value, the algorithm appropriately prunes H for the side clamp.
The algorithm thus constructs the set of valid placement heights Hi for each fixel i. If any of the resulting Hi are empty, then the xy-constraint is discarded.
Height Selection
Next, the algorithm selects a workpiece height z above the fixture plate so that (1) the workpiece and constraint volumes clear the fixture plate by at least dz, and (2) each fixel can be attached to the plate with a valid spacer thickness. This is accomplished by identifying the minimum z-value that satisfies each of these conditions, and taking the maximum of the results.
To identify the minimum z-value that assures plate clearance, the algorithm identifies zbottom the z-value of the lowest point on W U Cloaded U Cloading. The desired minimum height is then z 1 = dz -Zbottom.
To determine the minimum z-value that assures nonnegative spacers at each fixel, the algorithm visits each fixel and calculates the minimum z-value required for a nonnegative spacer. For a given fixel i, the algorithm extracts zmax, from the fixel's valid placement heights Hi, which is the maximum allowable height for the top of the fixel, expressed in the workpiece-coordinate frame. This value is then converted to z#ax = zmax, -(hcontact + hbase), which is the maximum allowable height for the bottom of the fixel base. The minimum workpiece height that allows this fixel to be feasibly placed is then z2t = &horbar;~max -The desired overall Z2 value is then the maximum of these z2i values.
The algorithm can then obtain the desired workpiece height of z = max(z 1, z2). Given this value, the algorithm constructs the set of valid spacer heights for each fixel. For each fixel i, this is where Hi fl3 s denotes the operation of adding the scalar s to both endpoints of every interval in Hi. If the modular fixture kit allows only a discrete set of spacer thicknesses, then the algorithm replaces each Si with S; n Sfixel, where Sfixel is the set of spacer thicknesses attainable using the available fixture elements. The algorithm may then set the fixel heights by simply selecting a spacer thickness from each Si.
Making this selection involves significant trade-offs, which depend on the user's intentions. In some cases, the user may wish to minimize the height of the fixels, thus maximizing locator stiffness and position accuracy. In other cases, the user may prefer fixel heights that share a common horizontal plane of contact; this choice speeds the search for the global optimum design. Or, the user may prefer to let the algorithm identify the combination of heights that maximizes the fixture's overall quality score. These three scenarios are specified by setting the side-contact-height-preference parameter to minimum, coplanar, or optimum, respectively.
If the input preference is minimum, the algorithm simply selects the minimum value from each Si. If the input preference is coplanar, then the algorithm intersects the feasible contact-overlap z-intervals to place fixel contacts on the lowest possible common horizontal plane of contact, or if no such plane exists, the heights that minimize the maximum vertical distance between fixel contacts. If the input preference is optimum, then the algorithm discretizes each Si according to a preset resolution, and generates xy-constraints with all combinations of the resulting spacer choices.
Once heights have been chosen for the workpiece and fixels, the xy-constraint is fully specified. The algorithm then passes the xy-constraint to the function Qxy for quality scoring or elimination. If a non-0 value is returned, the xy-constraint is passed along to the z-constraint synthesis procedure.
Generation of z-Constraints
The z-constraint synthesis algorithm varies slightly, depending on the values of the control parameters z-constraint-ongrid ? and top-clamps?. In this section, we will focus on the case where both of these parameters are true. This corresponds to the case where the fixture is assembled with a predrilled modular fixture plate, and kinematic form closure is desired in all six degrees of freedom. The modifications required for other values are explained in Section 6.
The algorithm generates z-constraints by first generating a list of all valid placements of a support/top-clamp pair, and then considering all triples formed from the resulting list. For convenience, we denote a single support/top-clamp placement as a z-contact; a triple of z-contacts forms a z-constraint.
Identifying Valid z-Contacts
To identify the set of valid z-contacts, the algorithm begins by constructing the set of valid support placements, and then discarding placements that do not allow a top clamp to be placed.
When z-constraint-on-grid? is true, candidate support placements are readily identified, because they correspond to grid points. In order to be valid, a candidate support placement requires that the entire support pad contact a bottom surface of W while the support body avoids interference with V = W U Cloaded. The algorithm identifies such points by visiting each bottom surface Fb of W, identifying the grid points underneath Fb, and testing the validity of each grid point.
For each candidate support location (xg, yg), the algorithm constructs (x', yg) by transforming (xg, yg) into the workpiece-coordinate frame. We transform (xg, yg) because it is faster than transforming the complex geometry of V. The algorithm then checks to see if (xg, yg, zb) is strictly contained in Fb by a distance of at least rsupport-pad ; if not, then the candidate is discarded. If so, then the algorithm checks for support-body interference with V by calling where E is slightly larger than the collision tolerance. If this function returns a value, then the candidate is discarded due to interference. Otherwise, (xg, yg ) is a valid support placement.
After identifying valid support locations, the algorithm proceeds to analyze top-clamp placement. We require topclamp contacts to lie directly above support points, to avoid clamp-induced workpiece deformations. Thus, each valid support location corresponds to a candidate top-clamp placement.
For each support location (xg, yg), the algorithm first determines if there exists a top surface above the support that allows valid placement of the top-clamp contact pad. The algorithm first visits each top surface Ft with height zt, and checks to see if (x' , y), zt) is strictly contained in Ft by a distance of at least rclwnp-pad. If so, then the algorithm checks for shaft interference by determining whether the bounded vertical cylinder intersects V. If no intersection is found, then (xg, yg) is a valid placement of the top-clamp contact pad.
At this point, the algorithm has identified all grid locations that allow simultaneous placement of a support and the contact pad of the top clamp. The last step in z-contact synthesis is to discard those candidate locations for which there is no valid placement of the top-clamp body and arm.
The top-clamp body must be placed at a grid location; thus, This interference check is performed using the conservative model shown in Figure 9 . First, the algorithm checks to see if the candidate body position (xg2, yg2) interferes with the elements of the xy-constraint. Because all of these elements are volumes of constant cross-section rising from the fixture base plate, these are simply 2-D intersection tests.
Next, the algorithm checks for interference with V. This requires height analysis. Given that the top-clamp contact pad is placed at height Zf, the top-clamp arm may be placed at a range of possible heights [Zarmnllo' zarn,m~~, since the clampcontact pad may be adjusted relative to the clamp arm. This in turn determines a range of possible top-clamp body heights
The algorithm now determines whether the clamp body may be successfully placed by calling where (xg2, yg2) is the result of transforming (xg2, yg2) into the workpiece-coordinate frame. If this function returns 0, then body placement is possible for the full range of arm heights. Otherwise, the algorithm trims [ZbodYmm' ZbodYmax] and [zarmmm' zarmm~ ] appropriately.
Next, the algorithm checks for valid arm placement. The first step in this interference check is to transform the clamparm cross-section Ac into the workpiece-coordinate frame, producing a transformed arm cross-section, A~.
The algorithm checks for interference between the clamp arm and the xy-constraint by checking for intersections between A~ and the previously transformed xy-constraintelement cross-sections. If any intersection is found, then karmmm' zarmmax] is trimmed as required to avoid interference between the bottom of the clamp arm and the top of the fixture element.
Arm interference with V is then checked by calling where prismz -ranges(Q, E, Zmin. Zmax, V) returns a set of z-intervals Z C [zmin, Zmax] where a prism with crosssection Q does not pass within c of V. Like the prism-z-1 imi t? function, this function avoids consideration of features of V outside the z-range of interest.
Each resulting [zmin, , zmax, ] interval in Z is then shrunk by forming [zn,i&dquo;, + dz, zmax, -(harm + dz)]; this produces a set of intervals Warm describing valid arm-placement heights. If Zann = 0, then this candidate body placement is discarded, and the algorithm proceeds to the next candidate body location (xg2, yg2). If there are no more candidate body locations, then the z-contact is discarded, and the algorithm moves on to the next candidate support location (xg, yg).
If Zarm =1= 0, then the body placement is valid. In this case, the algorithm stores the body placement ((xg2, yg2), Z~.n,) in the z-contact data structure, and moves on to analyze the next candidate support location (xg, yg). Unexplored candidate body locations are also stored with the z-contact for later use, as described in Section 6.1.
After completing the analysis of all candidate support locations (xg, yg), the algorithm is left with a list of z-contacts, each of which has a valid clamp-body placement. The algorithm then proceeds to formulate all triples of these z-contacts to produce z-constraints.
Triple Analysis
The algorithm generates all triples of z-contacts, testing each triple for validity. A triple is valid if the z-contact points are not collinear, and if the z-contacts do not interfere with each other.
Before generating triples of z-contacts, the algorithm employs a heuristic to encourage high-quality z-constraints to appear early in the enumeration. The algorithm partitions the z-contact list into three sets, according to the direction of the z-contact point (xg, y~) from the workpiece center of gravity (xcom, ycom). Each direction partition is 120° wide, but the reference direction is adjusted dynamically to distribute the z-contacts evenly among the three sectors. The resulting z-contact sets are then sorted according to distance from (xcom, ycom), with the furthest z-contacts appearing first. The algorithm then reassembles the z-contact list, taking the first z-contact from each set in a round-robin fashion. This biases triples with widely separated z-contacts to appear early in the enumeration, and causes z-contact triangles that contain the center of gravity to occur regularly.
Using this sorted z-contact list, the algorithm generates all triples of z-contacts. Triples with collinear contact points are discarded immediately; otherwise, the algorithm checks for interference between the z-contacts.
To determine whether the z-contacts interfere with each other, the algorithm simply checks for interference between the 2-D footprints of the z-contact elements. This analysis of z-contact interference may discard some triples that are actually feasible. This may occur if two clamp arms pass over each other, or if there is an alternative clamp-body placement that prevents interference between z-contacts. Our algorithm could be extended to accept these triples, but we decided not to, because these conditions only occur when z-contacts are clustered close together, which typically implies a poor quality score.
Given an acceptable triple, the algorithm constructs a zconstraint and passes it to the function Qz for quality scoring or elimination. If a non-0 value is returned, the xy-constraint and z-constraint are passed to the procedure that merges these results to form a 3-D fixture design.
Generation of 3-D Fixtures
At this point the algorithm has a valid xy-constraint and a valid z-constraint. Heights in the xy-constraint are expressed relative to the fixture plate for a given workpiece height z. Heights of elements in the z-constraint are expressed relative to the workpiece coordinate frame. The xy-constraint and z-constraint are merged by simply adding z to the heights of all z-constraint elements, and choosing appropriate spacer heights.
There are two slight complications to this construction. The first complication occurs when raising the z-constraint by z leaves some z-constraint element with a negative spacer height. When this occurs, the workpiece and xy-constraint fixture elements must be raised, taking into account the discrete fixel-spacer heights.
A second complication may occur if the top-clamp spacers only allow a discrete set of placement heights. This requires selection of a height from Zarm consistent with the available spacers. The complication arises when no valid height can be found. There are several possible methods for resolving this: the algorithm could simultaneously consider the fixel and top-clamp spacers, seeking a workpiece height that allows valid placement of all elements; the algorithm could seek an alternative placement for the top-clamp body that allows a valid spacer height; or before performing z-contact synthesis, the algorithm could grow the clamp-arm height harm by the minimum spacer height. This would assure that a valid spacer height can be found that avoids interference. Our implementation employs the third option. Note that this issue does not arise for supports, because we require support heights to be continuously adjustable.
Once valid heights are determined for all fixture elements, a 3-D fixture is constructed and passed to Q3D for final scoring or elimination. If the returned value is non-0, then the fixture is output to the fixture queue.
Thus far we have explained how the algorithm generates fixture designs that satisfy conditions 1 and 3-7 listed in Section 4.1.3. The remaining conditions, 2 and 8, are assured by applying specific tests that we have glossed over for clarity. These tests are described in the following sections; Section 4.3 describes the robust form-closure test, and Section 5 describes the tests applied during quality scoring.
Robust Form Closure
Form closure is a condition that results when the constraints imposed by a collection of contact normals combine to span the space of all possible motions. This condition is satisfied when the lines of action defined by the contact normals have certain arrangement properties (Reuleaux 1876) . This test for total constraint of a rigid body has been widely used in the robotics literature (Lakshminarayana 1978; Mishra, Schwartz, and Sharir 1987; Mani 1988; Markenscoff, Ni, and Papadimitriou 1990) .
Unfortunately, the form-closure condition is vulnerable to some surprising failures when there is even a small discrepancy between the ideal workpiece shape and the true workpiece shape, as shown in Figure 15 . Figure 15a shows a fixture design returned by an early version of our implementation. A simple analysis shows that this is clearly a form-closure fixture design: contacts A, B, and C constrain the part so that the only possible motions are counterclockwise rotations about points that lie inside the triangle formed by the contact normals A', B', and C'. However, contact D clearly resists these counterclockwise rotations, and the workpiece is held in form closure.
If you build this fixture, you would expect to find the fixture to resist all planar motions of the workpiece. But in fact, the workpiece can easily rotate clockwise! Why?
The answer is shown in Figure 15b . Because of the difference between our model of the workpiece and its true shape, the directions of the true contact normals vary slightly from the expected normal directions. Because the distances between contact points are so large, this causes a drastic change Fig. 15 . A form-closure condition that is not robust. in the arrangement of the contact lines of action. The triangle shown in Figure 15a has collapsed, and now the contact normals A', B', and C' intersect at a common point. Under this arrangement of lines of action, clockwise rotations about the intersection point are not opposed.
This failure to constrain the workpiece is a consequence of the form-closure test's inherent insensitivity to where the contact point lies along a given line of force. For a particular arrangement of lines of force, all constraint problems are viewed equivalently, even though the distances between contact points may vary greatly. Thus, the form-closure test is fundamentally insensitive to cases where the distance between contacts causes the constraint to become brittle in the face of small changes in the contact normal direction. This is unacceptable in practice, because variations in workpiece shape and shape-model errors are common. To avoid accepting a fixture design that is vulnerable to these errors, our algorithm applies a form-closure robustness test to all xy-constraint designs.
The contact normal directions at each contact may vary within a range of ~Enol.,l,~; because there are four contacts, there are 24 = 16 combinations of extremal contact normals. The algorithm constructs each of these 16 combinations, testing each for form closure. If any combination does not provide form closure, the xy-constraint is discarded. Otherwise, the algorithm concludes that the xy-constraint is robust in the face of the anticipated shape variations.
This test of the extremal contact normals is both necessary and sufficient for robust planar-form closure. It is clearly necessary, because if there exists some choice of extremal contact normals that does not provide form closure, then this is a witness that form closure is not robust. It is also sufficient, because if all combinations of extremal contact normals provide form closure, then all choices of intermediate contact normals also provide form closure. This can be shown by analyzing the contact normal loci in the (Fx, Fy, T) space; Brost and Peters (1997) have supplied a full proof.
There is an analogous question regarding the z-constraint. However, we do not analyze this problem in this paper, because the support/top-clamp constraint configuration we employ is inherently robust in the face of small contact normal errors, except for very tall and narrow workpieces. This is explained further by Brost and Peters (1997) .
Branch-and-Bound Pruning
The fixture-design algorithm will enumerate all possible fixture designs, score them, and then return the sorted list. This allows the algorithm to always find the global optimum fixture design, regardless of the details of the input quality metric.
We can speed the search for the global optimum through branch-and-bound pruning. The key idea is to avoid developing fixture designs where the quality score for the xyconstraint makes it clear that no completion of the fixture design can ever produce the global optimum. This is the case when where qbest is the quality score of the best fixture output so far, and eq. (4) is used to compute fixture quality, as explained in Section 5.4. When this condition is satisfied, then no fixture design produced from this xy-constraint can beat the previous best fixture, even if Q, and Q3D return perfect quality scores. Thus, we can skip constructing z-constraints and 3-D fixture designs based on this xy-constraint, and still preserve the guarantee that the algorithm will find the global optimum fixture design.
We remark in closing that our algorithm is designed to generate a series of fixture designs that satisfy all prespecified requirements, and then present the user with these designs for further subjective evaluation. In some cases, pruning is so effective that the algorithm returns a small number of designs, thus limiting the user's choices. To address this problem, the algorithm allows the user to adjust the pruning control parameter p over the range [0, 1]. An xy-constraint is then pruned whenever This allows the user to apply full pruning with p = 1, to gradually increase the number of returned designs by selecting values in (0, 1), or to completely disable pruning by selecting p = 0.
Quality Functions
The fixture-design algorithm accepts an arbitrary quality metric, comprised of three functions Qxy, Qz, and Q3D. Each of these functions accepts the appropriate fixture design and returns a scalar in [0, 1 ] or 0, indicating that the fixture does not satisfy minimum quality standards.
The following sections describe our default quality metric, which considers a fixture's ability to resist applied forces without exerting excessive reaction forces on the workpiece, the position repeatability of critical workpiece features, and the ease of loading the fixture.
Force-Based Function
Our quality metric's force analysis seeks to minimize the reaction force required to resist expected applied forces. Embedded in this metric is an input list of forces expected during task execution, expressed as Fi = [Fx Fy Fz tx ty rli vectors, and the input-force limits for each fixture element.
The quality calculations within QIY F' Ql I and Q3DF have a similar structure. These functions consider each expected applied force and compute the contact-reaction force at each fixture element required to resist the expected force. These calculations are explained in the appendix. After calculating the contact-reaction forces for each Fi, the metric identifies the maximum reaction force Fmax occurring at each fixture element. The metric then compares this force with the appropriate force limit Fjim~t . If Flax > Flimlt, the quality metric returns 0. Otherwise, the force-based quality score is determined by where Fideal is a lower bound on Fmax, which we will explain momentarily. The value of qF is 1 when Flax = F1deal, and 0 when Fmax = Fhrmt.
The lower bound Fideal is determined during preprocessing, and must be smaller than the minimum possible value of the maximum contact-reaction force. One adequate choice is to set F1deal = 0. Because contact reaction forces are never negative, this is a correct lower bound on Fmax. However, if Fez 0, we know that this lower bound can never be attained. This will produce artificially low quality scores, skewing the information fed back to the user and reducing the effectiveness of pruning.
An alternative strategy is to base Fiaeal on the expected applied forces. The basic idea is to characterize the contact reaction force that would occur in the best-case fixture design for each applied force, and then take the maximum of the resulting values. For example, if Fi is a downward force of 100 lb exerted at some point pi, then the best-case z-constraint would be a tripod of supports distributed evenly around pi, each having a contact-reaction force of 33 lb. The existence of this applied force therefore implies that no fixture design will yield a maximum support reaction force of less than 33 lb.
If we consider only the translational components of the expected applied forces, then we can easily compute the required lower bounds:
where Fy.. is the maximum magnitude of a vector [Fx Fy] ] drawn from a single input force Fi, and F-z~ and F+zmax are the magnitudes of the maximum negative and positive Fz components of an input force Fi.
We allow the option of selecting Fideals1de = 0 to indicate a preference for fixtures that minimize the side clamp's role in resisting applied forces. This is good practice in some situations, because the locators are generally more rigid than the side clamp.
These expected forces, force limits, and ideal forces are embedded in the functions QxyF, Qz~., and Q3DF, which become part of the overall quality metric functions explained in Section 5.4. In QxyF, two values of qF are calculated, one for the side locators, and one for the side clamp; the minimum of these values is returned. Similarly, QzF obtains separate qF values for the supports and top clamps, and returns the minimum of the two results.
The force analysis described in the appendix assumes frictionless contacts; this has both positive and negative implications. On one hand, the presence of friction does not compromise the fixture's form-closure constraint of W, but instead augments the constraint. On the other hand, friction can lead to significant internal forces, which can give rise to larger contact-reaction forces than those anticipated by the quality metric. Resolving this problem is fundamentally impossible, because contact-reaction forces in the presence of friction are statically indeterminate for the class of fixtures we consider.
Position-Based Function
Our quality metric's position analysis seeks to minimize the maximum position variation of critical workpiece features. Embedded in this metric is an input list of critical workpiece features and associated position tolerances, expressed as Pi = ((x, y, z) Exy ez)i vectors, where (x, y, z) is the critical workpiece point, Exy is the maximum allowable lateral position deviation, and Ez is the maximum allowable vertical position deviation.
When the workpiece is loaded into the fixture, the true locations of these critical points will not exactly match the locations predicted by the workpiece pose (x, y, 0). These position deviations result from shape variations in the workpiece and locators. Our metric estimates the maximum possible magnitude of these position deviations, using a purely planar analysis.
During preprocessing, the metric computes a lower bound dideal on the maximum position deviation of a critical point.
Plausible values for dideal include Elocator + Eshape,,n' where Eshapemm is the smallest Eshape in W.
The critical points {P; } and dideal are embedded in the function Qxyp , which becomes part of the overall quality metric functions in Section 5.4.
To determine a quality score that captures a fixture's position repeatability, the metric first calculates a set of workpiece poses {(x, y, 0)y} that are instances of worst-case variations in workpiece position. This is accomplished by first calculating the contact tolerance ck = Locator + Eshapek for each locator, where Eshapek is the shape tolerance of the workpiece feature contacting locator k. Determining a separate contact tolerance for each locator allows the metric to discriminate between contacts with more precise and less precise workpiece surfaces. The set of example worst-case workpiece poses is then constructed by calling for all eight choices of rk = rk f Ek. This produces a set of eight (x, y, 9) Next, the metric considers each critical point Pi, and computes its nominal location assuming perfect shapes. The algorithm similarly computes the critical point location for each of the eight worst-case poses, and finds the maximum distance Fmax, between the nominal position and the deviated positions. If dmaxi exceeds the allowable position error 6.,,y,, then the metric exits and returns 0. Otherwise, the metric calculates After considering each critical point Pi, the ultimate value qp returned by the metric is the minimum of the resulting qP,
values.
This metric illuminates a characteristic of the fixturegeneration algorithm. During fixture generation, the clearances dxy and d, are assured using the nominal workpiece pose (x, y, 6). In reality, the true workpiece position and shape will vary from these nominal values, which may cause the true clearance between the workpiece and nonlocating fixture elements to be less than dxy and dZ, possibly even leading to inadvertent contacts. This is why condition 7 of Section 4.1.3 only asserts clearance for the nominal workpiece. The position-based quality metric tends to minimize these problems by placing fixtures that produce large position deviations near the bottom of the quality queue. This can be rigorously enforced by including additional Pi critical points ((x, y) dxy dz), where the (x, y) points are the vertices of the convex hull of W. Fixture designs will then only be accepted by the quality metric if these points move less than dxy and dz due to workpiece and fixture variations. Because W lies entirely on the interior of the convex hull, all points in W must then move less than dxy and dz. Our implementation does not include this feature.
Loading-Based Function
Our quality metric's loading analysis prefers fixtures that are easy to load over those that are not. This quality metric returns a quality score q~ of 1 if the fixture is easy to load, and 0 or zero if it is not, depending on whether the user strictly requires easy loading or merely prefers it.
The loading analysis considers a canonical loading strategy comprised of three steps. First, a manipulator lowers the workpiece vertically onto the supports with the clamps open. Second, the side clamp closes, pushing the workpiece into place against the three side locators. Third, the top clamps close, swinging into place and then moving downward to clamp the workpiece. This strategy is appealing in that it can be accomplished by simple pick-and-place automation hardware, and is also convenient for humans to perform.
For this strategy, our metric considers a fixture design that is easy to load if the following conditions are met:
1. There exists a loading pose (x, y, 9)L for which each locator clears its corresponding side surface by a lateral distance dload. Furthermore, when the workpiece is placed in the fixture in the loading pose, the z-constraint supports remain in contact with their corresponding bottom surfaces of W, and VL = W U Cloading clears all fixture elements laterally by at least dload. 2. There exists a selection of top-clamp arm retractions that (a) allows the workpiece to be lifted vertically out of the fixture from the loading pose, assuring that W U Cloading clears all clamp arms laterally by at least load; (b) allows the clamp arms to move to the closed position when the workpiece is in the (x, y, 9) loaded pose, clearing W U Cloaded laterally by at least dxy ;
and (c) avoids mutual interference of the arm-swept volumes.
3. The workpiece center of gravity is within the support triangle in both the (x, y, 9) loaded position and the (x, y, 9)L loading position. 4. For a sampling of intermediate contact configurations ranging from the loading position (x, y, 9)L to the final position (x, y, 0), the workpiece does not encounter a condition where the clamp is incapable of pushing the workpiece into place due to friction. Notice that the first two conditions are geometric, while the second two are driven by the physical requirements of the loading strategy. An alternative strategy would be to have the manipulator move the workpiece into place against the locators using a lateral compliant motion; an example of such a strategy is described by Yu and Goldberg (1995) . Our implementation allows the user to disable the tests for conditions 3 and 4 if this strategy is preferred.
The following sections describe this computation.
Geometric Loading Analysis
The first step of the loading analysis is to verify that the workpiece can be lowered into the fixture without interference. We assume that dload has been chosen to be large enough to cover the effects of orientation uncertainty. This may be accomplished by choosing dload = Exy + dv,co, where Exy and co bound the manipulator position and orientation uncertainty, and dvL is the maximum diameter of VL. If the grasp point on W is known, then this value may be refined to dioad = Exy + rvL -~. where rv, is the maximum lateral distance between the grasp point and a point in VL. The parameter djoad is embedded in the loading-analysis quality functions QxyL, QZL, and Q3DL, which become part of the overall quality metric functions in Section 5.4.
Loading Pose
To avoid collisions during the vertical loading motion, the algorithm calculates a loading position that clears all side locators by djoad. This loading pose (x, y, 8) L is calculated in the Qxy~ function, which calls where r! = ri + dload. If more than one pose is returned, the function accepts the pose closest to the loaded position (x, Y, t9).
The metric then verifies that VL in the loading pose clears all of the xy-constraint fixture elements by at least dload, with the side-clamp plunger in the retracted position. If any interference is found, then QXYL returns 0; otherwise, QxyL returns the result of the physical loading analysis described in Section 5.3.2.
The function QZ~ performs two tests on the loading pose. The first test verifies that the z-constraint support pads are still contained in their bottom surfaces when W is in the loading pose. The second test verifies that VL in the loading pose clears the support bodies by at least load.
Top-Clamp Clearance
Analysis of top-clamp clearance and arm retraction is performed in the Q3DL function, because as we shall see in Section 6.1, when z-constraint-on-grid? is false, the top-clamp body positions are not determined until the xy-constraint and z-constraint are merged to form a 3-D fixture design.
The function Q3DL verifies that VL in the loading pose clears the top-clamp bodies by at least dload, and then performs arm-retraction analysis. Each top clamp has a list of associated retraction specifications, as shown in Figures 10c  and 1 Ic. In the retraction analysis, Q3DL selects a retraction for each top clamp that satisfies condition 2 above. If no satisfactory combination can be found, then Q3DL returns 0; otherwise Q3DL returns 1.
Physical Loading Analysis
The tasks described thus far assure that conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied. In addition to these geometric tests, the algorithm also checks the physical characteristics of the loading operation.
Workpiece CG Support
The loading analysis checks to see if the workpiece will rest stably in both the loading and loaded poses without tipping. The function QzL performs two tests to verify this condition. The first test verifies that when the workpiece is in the loading pose, its center of gravity (xcom, ycom) is contained within the z-constraint support triangle, shrunk by djoad. This assures that the workpiece will be supported after the vertical loading motion, despite the presence of manipulator-position uncertainty. The second test verifies that when the workpiece is in the loaded pose, its center of gravity (xcom, ycom) is contained within the z-constraint support triangle, without shrinking. If either test fails, then Qz~ returns 0; otherwise, QZL returns 1.
Fixtures that pass this test satisfy condition 3.
Push-into-Place Analysis
During loading, the side clamp pushes the workpiece into contact with the three side locators. This operation may fail for a number of reasons:
Jamming. The workpiece may jam due to friction before reaching the desired final position. This condition persists even if the side-clamp force is increased.
Clamp stall. The workpiece may stop moving before reaching the desired final position, because the side clamp is not powerful enough to overcome friction. This condition may be eliminated by increasing the side-clamp force.
Tipping. The workpiece may tip in an out-of-plane rotation before reaching the desired final position.
Escape. The workpiece may slip away from the desired final position. The clamp successfully closes, but the workpiece has &dquo;slipped out&dquo; of the desired grasp.
Developing an exact test for these problems would constitute a research result in its own right, and is beyond the scope of this paper. Brost and Peters (1997) outlines how such an exact test may be developed, and also describes a simpler approximate test that we use in our implementation. This test focuses on the jamming and clamp-stall failures listed above, since these were the failures we observed in our experiments. The test successfully rejected fixtures that exhibited these problems in the lab, and accepted fixtures that load robustly.
Overall Score
The preceding sections have explained several functions that analyze fixture quality from the perspectives of force resistance, position repeatability, and ease of loading. In this section, we explain the method of combining these functions into the Qxy, Qz, and Q3D functions required by the fixturegeneration algorithm.
Our metric combines the incomparable scores of force resistance, position repeatability, and ease of loading into a single overall score by constructing the weighted sum of the individual scores:
where wF, wp, and WL are user-defined scalars in [0, 1] that satisfy wF + w p + w~ = 1. If the user strictly requires easy loading, then w~ should be set to zero, because all output fixtures will have q = 1.
Because some tasks have different requirements in the horizontal and vertical directions, we further allow the user to specify the relative weighting of the xy-and z-aspects of the quality analysis. Thus, and where wFxy, WFz' wpxy, and wpz are scalars in [0, 1] that satisfy wpxy -I-wFz = 1 and wpxy + wpz = 1. The terms qFx,,, qFz, and qpxy are the quality scores returned by the QxyF, QZF, I and Qxy p functions described above; the qpz term is a constant representing the value returned by a future nonplanar position-analysis function. Choosing qpz = 0 will cause qp to range over [0, Wpxy], while choosing qpz = 1 will cause qp to range over [wpz, 1] . We prefer qpZ = 1, because this causes high-quality fixtures to have recognizably good scores, and because our lack of a nonplanar position analysis amounts to an implicit assumption of perfect nonplanar position repeatability.
Thus, in addition to providing the physical parameters described above, the user must also provide input weights wF, wp, WL, WFxy' WFz, wpxy, and wpz, and a flag easy-loadingrequired ? indicating whether or not fixture designs should be discarded if they are not easy to load. Given this input, the user interface constructs the Qxy, Qz, and Q3D quality functions and wxy, wz, and w3D weights required by the fixture-generation algorithm. These functions call the constituent quality-analysis functions described above, returning 0 if any constituent function returns 0. Otherwise, these functions return quality scores calculated using the formulas derived below. For the moment we will assume that easy loading is strictly required and wL = 0, allowing us to ignore loading-quality terms.
Substituting eqs.
(2) and (3) into eq. (1) and rearranging gives If WFxy = wpxy = wxy and WFz = wp, = w,, then we can express the overall fixture quality as a weighted sum of the xy-and z-constraint quality scores:
where We can now include the case where easy loading is not strictly required and u~ 7~ 0. The loading analysis is not fully completed until the 3-D fixture is analyzed, so we include its contribution in the 3-D quality score q3D. This gives where w3D = WL and q3D = q3DL'
The quality functions Qxy, Qz, and Q3D return the values qxy, qz, and q shown above. This decomposition supports the pruning methods presented in Sections 4.4 and 6.1.
For some problems, the Q3D function cannot analyze the xy-constraint and z-constraint independently; when this occurs, the corresponding components of the qxy and qz quality scores are ignored, and pruning cannot be employed.
Algorithm Variations
The preceding sections have focused on the case where the z-constraint-on-grid? and top-clamps? parameters are both true. In this section, we explain the modifications to the algorithm required when these values are set to false.
Off Grid z-Constraints
Some fixture-design scenarios allow fixture elements to be placed at arbitrary locations. For example, fixtures produced for mass-production applications are often fabricated from plain tooling plate. Our algorithm treats this case identically in the xy-constraint enumeration procedure, placing locators and the side clamp on hypothetical grid locations. However, when z-constraint-on-grid? is false, the algorithm employs a modified z-constraint synthesis procedure that takes advantage of the additional design freedom.
When z-constraint elements are restricted to grid locations, then z-constraint synthesis must be repeated for each xy-constraint, because the xy-constraint's (x, y, 0) pose determines the relationship between the workpiece and the possible support/top-clamp locations. If z-constraint elements are allowed off the grid, then high-quality z-constraint designs can be found for the workpiece pose (0, 0, 0), and then transformed onto each xy-constraint design.
When a z-constraint is transformed into the xy-constraint coordinate frame, the algorithm checks for interference between the z-constraint elements and the xy-constraint elements. If the xy-constraint interferes with the z-constraint supports, then the pair is discarded. If the xy-constraint interferes with the z-constraint clamp bodies or arms, then the algorithm attempts to find an alternative body placement that avoids interference. If found, then the algorithm proceeds to synthesize a 3-D fixture design; otherwise, the pair is discarded. This modification improves the run time of the algorithm, because it allows several expensive geometric calculations to be moved outside the innermost loop. The total complexity remains unchanged, because of the number of possible xyconstraint/z-constraint merging operations.
We obtain further improvement by using stronger pruning. The algorithm begins by constructing all possible zconstraints as a first step, sorting the resulting z-constraints in order of decreasing quality of qZ . These qz values remain valid even if the clamp bodies are relocated, because we require Q, to be insensitive to clamp-body placement.
Next, the algorithm generates xy-constraints. For each xy-constraint, the algorithm visits each z-constraint in turn, checking the pruning condition:
When this condition is satisfied, we know that this z-constraint will not produce the global optimum design, and neither will any subsequent z-constraint in the list. In this case, the algorithm ignores this and all remaining z-constraints, and constructs the next xy-constraint. Otherwise, the algorithm attempts to construct a 3-D fixture from the xy-constraint/zconstraint pair, and then proceeds to the next z-constraint on the list. If W3D = 0 and p = 1, then expansion of the z-constraint list for a given xy-constraint will always halt as soon as a z-constraint generates a valid 3-D fixture design. Thus, each xy-constraint will produce exactly one 3-D fixture design, usually after considering only a very small number of z-constraints. This effectively reduces the algorithmic complexity from NxyNZ to Nxy -I-Nz, where Nxy and Nz are the number of xy-constraints and z-constraints, respectively. This corresponds to the important class of fixture-design problems where off-grid z-constraint elements are allowed and easy loading is strictly required (see Section 7.1 ).
There are a few subtleties to the off-grid synthesis method. First, the algorithm includes additional candidate support points generated by finding the vertices of each bottom surface after shrinking by the support-pad radius. These extremal candidate support points may produce higher-quality z-constraints than are possible using only grid points.
A second subtlety is that when z-constraint elements are allowed off the grid, they may be placed arbitrarily close to each other or to elements of the xy-constraint. When the fixture is fabricated by inserting these elements into holes drilled in plain tooling plate, a minimum separation distance may be required due to material strength considerations. The fixture-generation algorithm accommodates this by including an additional input parameter separation, which describes the minimum required separation distance between holes in the fixture plate. These separation distances are then included in the various interference checks used by the algorithm.
The third subtlety is that when z-constraint elements may be placed off the grid, the top-clamp body may be placed anywhere along a circle of radius lar. centered at the support/clamp point. In this case, the algorithm generates a discrete set of candidate placement locations on the circle, sampling at regular 0-intervals. The resulting candidate points are then sorted according to distance outside the workpiece silhouette, favoring points that are furthest from the silhouette. This heuristic favors body placements that maximally clear the workpiece.
Fixtures without Top Clamps
Some fixture-design scenarios require fixtures without top clamps. This is often the case for assembly fixtures, where applied forces are either downward or lateral, and there is a desire to minimize fixture cost. When the top-clamps? flag is false, the xy-constraint synthesis method remains unchanged, but z-constraint synthesis is modified in both the z-constraint generation procedure and in the z-constraint quality metric.
Let us focus first on the z-constraint generation procedure. When top clamps are absent, the identification of candidate support locations remains unchanged, and all steps related to top-clamp placement are eliminated. Thus, the generation of candidate z-contacts remains unchanged, except that some steps are eliminated.
The key difference in z-constraint synthesis is the way that the list of z-contacts is converted to a list of z-constraints. In the case with top clamps, each noncollinear triple is a candidate z-constraint, so a list of n z-contacts may produce roughly n3 different z-constraints. Each resulting z-constraint is then comprised of three bilateral constraints that kinematically prevent out-of-plane motion for all possible applied forces.
In the case without top clamps, each z-contact provides only unilateral constraint. Then, a triangle of z-contacts only prevents out-of-plane motion for downward forces exerted in the interior of the triangle; forces exerted outside the triangle cause the workpiece to tip. Thus, to maximize the zconstraint's ability to prevent tipping, we form the convex hull of all possible support points, and place supports at the vertices of this convex hull. Therefore, a list of n z-contacts will produce exactly one z-constraint.
There are a few subtleties required to make this computation work well in practice. First, supports corresponding to convex-hull vertices may interfere with elements of the xyconstraint. To avoid this problem, the list of candidate support locations must be filtered to discard illegal supports before the convex hull is formed.
The convex hull that results from this construction may have many vertices, several of which provide little constraint value. To allow economic considerations to prevent the placement of unnecessary support points, the algorithm accepts a user-specified parameter dsimpjify, which controls the deletion of nearly degenerate convex-hull vertices. This parameter provides a bound on the distance dremove, which is used to choose convex-hull vertices to eliminate (Fig. 16 ). The algorithm simplifies the support convex hull by identifying the vertex with the smallest value of dremove, and removing it if remove < dsimplify. This process is repeated until dremove > dsimpty for all vertices.
After forming the convex hull and removing all nearly degenerate vertices, it is still possible that the convex hull will itself contain vertices that violate the separation requirement.
When this occurs, the algorithm finds the closest pair of vertices, and attempts to replace the pair with a single vertex midway between the two. This may not be feasible due to interference considerations; if this is the case, then the algorithm discards the vertex with the smallest dremove value. This process is repeated until all convex-hull vertices obey the separation requirement. This completes our description of z-constraint generation without top clamps. We now turn our attention to the quality metric QZF. In the case with top clamps, QZF calculates the contact-reaction force at each of the supports and top clamps arising from the expected applied forces, and compares this with user-specified maximum force limits.
In the case without top clamps, it is impossible to calculate the contact-reaction forces, because a z-constraint containing more than three supports is statically indeterminate. Instead, the quality metric considers the fixture's ability to prevent the workpiece from tipping under the influence of expected applied forces.
To understand this metric, consider the situation shown in Figure 17 . This figure shows an example support region and a series of example applied forces. Also shown is the workpiece center of mass, CG. If the CG lies outside the support region, then the z-constraint is rejected because the workpiece will tip between operations. Forces Fl and F2 are applied outside the support region; these forces tend to cause the object to Fig. 16 . The distance remove. tip. Force Fi lies further outside the support region, so its tipping moment is larger and it is somehow &dquo;worse&dquo; than F2. However, neither force will cause the object to tip if the object weighs enough to overcome the tipping moment. Thus, the magnitude of the tipping moments exerted by Fl or F2 must be compared to the antitipping moment exerted by the CG to determine whether tipping will occur.
One way to quantify this effect is to calculate the additional workpiece weight wexcess that is required to just prevent tipping. For example, suppose the workpiece weight is 1 lb and Fl causes the workpiece to tip, but the workpiece would not tip for all workpiece weights > 1.3 lb. In this case wexcess would be 0.3 lb. Inspection of Figure 17 reveals that Fl would yield the largest value of wexcess, F2 would yield a smaller value, F3 would yield a small negative value, and F4 would yield a more negative value than F3. The appendix explains how to calculate wexcess for general applied forces.
This parameter provides the basis for our tipping quality metric Q,,. Values of wexcess range over [-oo, +oo] , with quality decreasing as wexcess increases. To convert this into a well-defined quality metric over [0, 1 ], we need to identify upper and lower bounds for wexcess.
The upper bound is determined by a user-input parameter wli,nit. This parameter allows the user to vary the degree of tipping robustness required by the algorithm. If Whrnit = 0, then fixtures will be accepted if they marginally prevent tipping. Selecting wlin,;t < 0 adds a safety factor; this is generally unnecessary, because marginal fixtures will be given lower quality scores than fixtures that robustly prevent tipping. Selecting wlimit > 0 allows some fixtures to be returned that are vulnerable to tipping.
The lower bound wideal is determined by identifying a threshold beyond which additional robustness against tipping is irrelevant. This is a subjective parameter; our implementation uses a default value of wideal = -2ww, where ww is the workpiece weight.
Our tipping quality score is then determined by finding wmax, the maximum value of wexcess for the set of applied Fig. 17 . Example applied forces. The support region is indicated by a dashed line.
forces. If Wmax > wlinfitg then QzF returns 0. If Fmax < ideal, then qFz = 1. Otherwise, One subtlety is that the weight and center of mass of the workpiece change as various parts are added to the subassembly. To handle this, we extend the input set of expected applied forces to include the current workpiece center of mass and weight. Thus, each F~ becomes where (xcom, ycom, zcom)i and wi are the workpiece center of mass and weight when [FX Fy Fz tx ty tz]i is applied. This completes our explanation of the case where topclamps ? is false. One closing remark is that this synthesis procedure is even more efficient than the pruned off-grid synthesis procedure with top clamps. Because there is exactly one z-constraint, the overall complexity is simply Nxy.
Case Studies
The previous sections have explained the basic fixture-design algorithm. In this section, we explore how the algorithm may be applied to solve practical problems. We will revisit the machining and assembly examples presented in Section 1, explaining each in detail.
In each case we also report the performance of our implementation on the problem. This program is written in Common Lisp, and employs a geometric representation of volumes based on prisms of constant cross-section. Run times are from an SGI Indigo II workstation.
Final Machining of Complex Workpieces
Near-net-shape fabrication methods are techniques for efficiently producing parts with complex shapes. Examples include casting and welding, which can efficiently produce parts that would be costly to machine from raw stock. Final machining operations are often required to create precise part features such as gasket surfaces and threaded holes. These operations require fixtures that can hold the workpiece while avoiding interference with cutting paths. Figure 18 shows the finish machining operations required to produce the cast-aluminum housing shown in Figure 1 . These include drilling several holes and milling two gasket surfaces. At least two fixtures are required to perform these operations-one holding the workpiece upright, and one holding the workpiece inverted. In the following paragraphs, we examine the problem of designing the fixture for the workpiece in the upright orientation. Fig. 18 . Finish-machining operations required for the housing in the upright and inverted orientations.
Prototype Fabrication
In the prototype phase of product development, a small number of copies of the part are required. Because of the small production quantities, fixture design and fabrication costs can comprise a significant portion of the total cost to produce the prototype parts. Furthermore, storing the fixture for future use can lead to significant fixture-storage costs.
The costs of fixture fabrication and storage may be reduced by constructing the fixture from reusable modular elements.
Modular fixture systems are available from a number of commercial firms worldwide. These systems generally fall into two categories: hole-based and slot-based. The hole-based systems have a base plate with an array of precisely machined holes, and elements that attach to the plate by inserting dowel pins into the holes. The slot-based systems have an arrangement of slots with a T-shaped cross-section, allowing elements to be attached at any position along the slot.
To minimize the time required to assemble the fixture, we chose to focus on hole-based fixture systems. In these systems, a precise fixture is obtained by simply assembling the elements, which is much faster than the careful measurement and adjustment of fixture-element positions required by slotbased systems. Figure 19 shows an example hole-based mod- Fig. 19 . A typical modular fixture kit. Some bolt lengths and spacer thicknesses are omitted for clarity. ular fixture kit, comprised of commercial elements available from Qu-Co (Quinter 1993) .
We made a few slight modifications to the commercial fixture elements to improve the generality of the overall fixture kit. These included modifying the attachment scheme for supports and clamps to allow all components to be placed at precise positions and heights without any need for careful position adjustment. This produced a fixture kit that allows the user to quickly assemble a fixture that exactly matches the algorithm's expectations. These modifications are explained in detail by Brost and Peters (1997) . Now suppose that a user has this fixture kit, and would like to design a fixture to solve the problem shown in Figure  18a . To do so, the user must provide a CAD model of the workpiece and specify the task's geometric access constraints, expected forces, force limits, and position tolerances, and also set several control flags. The following paragraphs explain these values.
To specify the task's geometric access constraints, the user delineates the volume swept by the cutter during machining operations (Fig. 20) . This volume becomes the algorithm input Conly-loaded· No Conly-loading or Calways volumes are required in this case.
The expected cutting forces may be obtained from the intended machining operations. The two basic operations required to finish the housing are milling the gasket surface and drilling several holes.
Let us consider the milling operation first. The gasket surface is formed by side-cutting a 0.125 x 0.125in interior ledge along the upper wall of the housing. From information in the Machinery's Handbook (Oberg, Jones, and Horton 1988) , we can calculate the expected lateral cutting force to be 17 lb (details are provided by Brost and Peters 1997) .
The exact direction of this force varies with time as each cutter tooth engages the material. Thus, we conservatively assume that the force direction may lie anywhere within the 90° arc shown in Figure 21 . We model this range of forces with a single force pointing midway through the arc, of length FL11 -,,: 17 lbvf2-24 lb. If the fixture can adequately resist this force, it can also resist any force of 17 lb chosen within the 90° arc. This force magnitude F~11 and direction v can then be converted to the required Fi = [ Fx Fy FZ tx ry rj force vector by taking into account the cutting point (x, y, z): Fig. 20 . The volume swept by the cutter during machining. Fig. 21 . Forces exerted during milling. We calculated these Fi values for a sampling of points along the gasket contour, assuming a counterclockwise cutting path. 1Bvo forces were constructed at each corner of the contour, to account for the tool's approach and departure directions. This produced 67 distinct applied forces.
For the drilling operations, we again obtain the cutting force from the Machinery's Handbook. During drilling, there is a vertical thrust force Fdrill and a torque '['drill about z. These forces depend on the hole size, as indicated below:
The force Fi that is applied when drilling a hole at position (x, y) is then In addition to the thrust force exerted while drilling the hole, there is an opposite force exerted when the drill breaks through the back side of the material. This is not addressed in the Machinery's Handbook, so we assume that this upward force is 20% of the downward thrust force.
We plan to drill 68 through-holes and 18 blocked holes, giving 68 ~ 2 + 18 = 154 separate applied forces. Note that the large 0.625-in holes are formed by expanding 0.5-in holes already in the casting; for these holes, we use the difference between the forces for a 0.625-in hole and a 0.5-in hole.
This completes our calculation of expected forces. To sum, we constructed a total of 221 Fi vectors for this problem, corresponding to lateral milling forces of 24 lb and drilling forces of up to -285 lb and +57 lb vertically and torques of up to -43in-lb about z. These forces are shown in Figure 22 . After specifying the expected applied forces, the user must also specify the maximum allowable contact force for each type of fixture element. Because the side clamp and top clamps are closed and locked into place, we model these clamps as kinematic constraints, leaving the optional clampforce parameters Fplunger and Fiop blank. Thus, the user must choose force limits for the side locators, side clamp, supports, and top clamps.
How should these values be chosen? One rational approach is to set each value to the minimum force that will cause permanent deformation of the workpiece. Fixtures that induce contact forces exceeding these limits should be viewed as unacceptable.
Permanent workpiece deformation will occur when the material's yield strength is exceeded. This can occur either globally when the workpiece bends, or locally when a contact causes a dimple on the workpiece surface. Global workpiece deformation is clearly important, and appears to require a finite element analysis. We leave this problem for future work, and focus only on local deformation effects here.
Dimpling of the workpiece surface will occur whenever the contact force produces a contact pressure that exceeds the material's yield strength. For aluminum B443.0, the Machinery's Handbook lists a yield strength of 6,000 psi. This implies a maximum load of 1,200 lb for the flat-top support pads and top clamps, which have a contact radius of 0.25 in. This method of calculating force limits was previously employed by Kim (1993) .
Determining a force limit for the side locators is more subtle. Because the locators ideally make a line contact with the workpiece, there is zero contact area, and therefore infinite pressure. Consequently, any positive contact force will exceed the material's yield strength. We resolve this problem by bounding the permanent deformation that is allowable. Englert (1987) used a similar method.
In this example, we chose 6max = O.OOOlin as the maximum allowable depth of a dimple formed by a side-locator or side-clamp contact; this value is more than an order of magnitude less than the workpiece-shape uncertainty Eshape We can use the material's Brinell hardness to determine a maximum contact force that assures that this limit is not exceeded. The Brinell hardness of a material is measured by pressing a hardened steel ball into the material with a known applied force, and then measuring the diameter of the resulting dimple. Using information in the Machinery's Handbook, we calculated a force limit of 150 lb, taking into account the fact that the side locator is a cylinder with a minimum contact height of hrequired ; Brost and Peters (1997) have described the details.
We have now determined values for the task's geometric access constraints, expected forces, and force limits. To finish specifying the fixture-design problem, the user must specify critical points and tolerances, and set the algorithm's control flags.
Owing to variations in the casting process, the workpieceshape uncertainty is C,hape = =L0.004in. Meanwhile, a few key workpiece features must be located with precisions of ±0.02in, relative to the casting boundary; these form the datums from which other features are referenced. These features define the critical point set {P, }.
In the final step of setting up the problem, the user sets the algorithm-control flags as follows:
Most of these values are defaults that typically apply in a prototype machining scenario. The parameters that control loading analysis are set to only accept fixtures that may be loaded without removing top clamps, without requiring CG support. The parameter use-non-silhouette-walls? is set to false to focus on fixtures with fixels that are easy to see when loading. These restrictions may be relaxed if the returned fixtures are not satisfactory.
Given this input, the algorithm returns an initial fixture design after 18 sec of computation, immediately followed by a few closely related designs. Figure 1 shows one of these early designs. This fixture satisfies all of the task requirements, and has a reasonably good quality score of 0.52. In practice, quality scores rarely exceed 0.8; for this example, the global optimum quality turns out to be 0.75, and appears in 10.9 min.
Our implementation includes a plot that shows the best quality seen so far as a function of time; after watching this plot remain flat for a while, the user decides to accept the current best design and prints out instructions on how to assemble the fixture. It takes roughly 5 min to assemble and load the fixture, so the total time required for computation and fixture assembly is approximately 10 min.
It is interesting to note that if the user had selected the selfaligning support pads with a smaller contact area than the flat-top support pads, the algorithm would demonstrate that there is no solution to the problem that simultaneously satisfies both the geometric and force constraints of the task. This is primarily due to the complex undersurface of the housing, which greatly restricts possible support placements. This completes our explanation of the prototype fabrication scenario. In the next section, we examine the same problem from the perspective of automated mass production.
Mass Production
In mass production, the part shown in Figure 18 is likely to be produced by automated casting and machining methods. The fixture-design algorithm may be applied to this problem in the same way as in the prototype fabrication problem, with a few modifications. The most obvious of these modifications is that automatic power clamps should be used instead of manual clamps. In addition, because the fixture will be fabricated from plain tooling plate to reduce cost, fixture elements may be placed at arbitrary positions. Another difference is that easy loading is strictly required. Finally, because more time is available to analyze the fixture, the computation may be allowed to run to completion to produce the global optimum fixture design.
Replacing the manual clamps with power clamps requires consideration of the applied clamp forces Fplunger and Ftop.
How should these forces be determined?
In both cases, the possible choices are limited by the clamp hardware that is available. Power clamping components are available from a variety of companies, and usually can be configured for either pneumatic or hydraulic actuation. The pressures supplied by typical hydraulic power units range between 1,000 psi and 5,000 psi; air pressure is typically supplied at 100 psi.
The side clamp shown in Figure 7 has a piston area of 0.78in2. This results in clamp forces ranging between 780 lb and 3,900 lb for hydraulic actuation, and 78 lb for pneumatic actuation. Because the maximum allowable side-contact force is 150 lb, this clamp must be actuated pneumatically.
Thus, Fplunger = 78 lb.
The top clamp shown in Figure 11 has a piston area of 0.098in2, and thus provides clamping forces ranging between 98 lb and 490 lb with hydraulics, and 9.8 lb with pneumatics. Because the drilling operations produce as much as 57 lb of upward force, these clamps require hydraulic actuation. For the available arm length of 2.0 in, the force plot of Figure To set up the fixture-design algorithm for this problem, the user sets the same inputs as in the prototype fabrication scenario, with the following exceptions:
where V gripper denotes the volume occupied by the manipulator's gripper when loading the fixture, including the region swept as the fingers move from the closed to open positions. The max-clamplnormal-angle is reduced to avoid side loads that may cause premature wear of the side-clamp seals and the shaft bearing. The value of dioaa is chosen larger than the manipulator uncertainty to compensate for orientation errors, and dxy is set to 2.5 times this value according to a rule of thumb intended to avoid interference when the workpiece is in the loading pose.
Given this input, the algorithm returned an initial fixture design within 66 sec. The full analysis was completed in 61 1 min, producing the global optimum fixture design shown in Figure 2 .
With full pruning, the algorithm returned a total of four fixture designs. With p = 0.97, the algorithm produced 34 designs, providing more choices for the user to consider. With p = 0.0, the algorithm produced 170 total designs. Figure 2 also shows the loading pose for the global optimum fixture, with the associated arm-retraction directions.
Successful loading of this fixture was verified with a robot manipulator over a series of repeated trials (Fig. 23 ). This ex- Fig. 23 . A robot loading the fixture shown in Figure 2 . periment included electrical continuity testing to verify that each locator contact was properly made.
Light Mechanical Assembly
The preceding examples have addressed machining problems; another manufacturing process that commonly requires fixtures is mechanical assembly. Product-assembly problems vary widely; here we focus on assemblies that are characterized by a single base part to which a number of smaller parts and subassemblies are attached.
These assembly tasks require a fixture to hold the base part without interfering with any of the assembly operations.
Products of this type are often designed so that parts may be added from a single direction, allowing the assembly to be oriented so that most or all of the part insertions are vertical. For these tasks, it is desirable that the assembly fixtures also be loaded and unloaded by vertical motions.
Assembly Pallet Design
The cost of fabricating assembly fixtures is a primary concern, because assembly lines often require many copies of these fixtures to carry the assembly from station to station. Thus, assembly fixtures must be inexpensive to be cost effective.
Our algorithm may be used to design inexpensive assembly pallets, by defining an appropriate fixture kit. The side locators and side clamp of this kit are pins made from continuous rod, with one end chamfered to form a conical tip. The side clamp is defined with a null body and plunger, a travel range equal to the grid spacing, and a travel offset equal to one-half the grid spacing. Support pads are pins with flat tops. No top clamps are included in the fixture kit.
Given this fixture kit, the user may set up the fixture-design algorithm to design a pallet for the cassette-chassis assembly shown in Figure 3a . The user must provide a CAD model of the workpiece and specify geometric access constraints, expected forces, force limits, and position tolerances, as well as control-flag settings. The following paragraphs describe these inputs for this example.
If all insertions are vertical, the geometric access constraints may be specified by simply forming the union of the parts added during assembly. Otherwise, these constraints are produced by forming the swept volume of the parts as they move along their insertion paths. The grippers that hold the parts may also be included, or may be designed later to avoid the fixture. The resulting ensemble of volumes then forms the input set Calways ; the input sets Conly-loaded and Conly-loading are 0.
As explained in the introduction, the electric motor in this assembly must be supported from below before it is fastened to the chassis with two screws. Because our algorithm only analyzes the constraint of a single base part, this implies that either the pallet will require a manually designed support for the electric motor, or the motor must be assembled to the chassis before it is loaded into the pallet. We can ensure that the algorithm will leave room for a manually designed support by including an additional constraint volume in Calways, delineating the space beneath the motor. The resulting set of constraint volumes is shown in Figure 24 .
The user must also define the expected applied forces. Three types of forces arise during this assembly: downward forces as parts are inserted, torques about z as the screws are driven, and lateral acceleration forces that occur during pallet-transfer movements.
The downward forces are exerted at the points where each part is inserted, shown in Figure 25 . The maximum insertionforce magnitude is determined by the final force applied by the manipulator to confirm proper insertion, in this case 4 lb. This allows us to construct the total applied force Fi at each assembly site (x, y), in the same way that drilling forces were constructed for the machining case. Each of these forces is augmented by the subassembly weight w and center of mass location (xcom, ycom, zcom) that apply when the insertion is performed.
The torques about the z-axis exerted when the screws are tightened are -0.8in~lb exerted by the automatic screwdriver. The downward forces are omitted for the screw-placement sites, because these forces are resisted by the custom-designed motor support.
The pallet-transfer forces are determined by the acceleration and deceleration experienced by the pallet as it exits and enters a work cell. Since we do not know the pallet's motion direction relative to the fixture, we adopt the conservative approach of representing the peak acceleration in all directions.
For the Bosch pallet-transfer system of our assembly work cell, accelerometer measurements showed this peak acceleration to be 15 g. This corresponds to an applied force on the part of Fjansfer = 15 w, where w is the current subassembly weight. We conservatively model this force in all lateral directions, discretizing [0, 27r] in g increments and constructing an applied force:
where v is the force direction, and (xcom, ycom, zcom) is the subassembly's center of mass.
Next, we specify force limits. Since there are no top clamps, we require the side-contact force limits and maximum excess CG weight limit, wjinrt .
The side-contact force limits could be determined using the deformation analysis described above. Unfortunately, this would yield an excessively large limit, thus skewing the resulting quality scores. To prevent this, we instead chose a lower value of 5 lb, which is m 10 times the magnitude of the largest expected lateral force.
A good initial value for the maximum excess CG weight is Wlirmt = 0. This value causes all fixtures that result in tipping to be discarded, and assigns low quality scores to fixtures that only marginally prevent tipping. If no fixtures are found, then runs with wjinrt > 0 may be attempted to investigate fixture designs that marginally allow tipping.
To set up the position-based quality metric, the user constructs the critical point set f Pi to include each of the assembly points shown in Figure 25 , with an associated position tolerance equal to the effective width of the chamfers that funnel the part into position during insertion (0.04 in this case).
Finally, the user sets the algorithm control flags:
Note that the loading analysis is disabled, because we assume that the conical tips on the side-location pins allow the part to be inserted vertically using a compliant motion. This strategy requires the radius of the side-locator pins to be larger than the position uncertainty of the manipulator. Given this input, the algorithm generates an initial fixture design in 1.7 min, and computes the global optimum design in 9.4 min after generating a total of seven fixtures. This design is shown in Figure 3b . Mixed-Product Assembly Some manufacturing scenarios require the assembly of more than one product on a single assembly line. An example is a company that manufactures a variety of products, but desires a single manufacturing line because of the difficulty of anticipating the market demand for each product. Rapid switching between products is required to allow the manufacturer to adapt to changing market conditions. Figure 4a shows a severe example. Suppose a company wishes to develop a cost-effective assembly system that can switch between these products with minimal overhead. Our algorithm can be applied to this problem to design an assembly pallet that satisfies the assembly requirements of both products.
We implemented a simple procedure to synthesize mixedproduct pallet designs. Given two fixture-design problems, the procedure generates the set of all pallet designs that share at least one common locator pin and satisfy the task requirements for each problem. The procedure first generates all possible solutions to each problem individually, and then considers all pairs of the resulting solutions. If a pair of pallets is compatible, then they are merged to produce a mixed-product pallet design; otherwise, the pair is discarded.
To decide whether a pair of pallets (PA, PB) is compatible, the procedure seeks a relative placement of the pallets that allows the pallets to share three, two, or one common locator(s). We denote these compatibility conditions as 3-, 2-, and 1-compatible, respectively.
To decide whether PA and PB are 3-compatible, the algorithm checks the triangles formed by the three fixed locators in each pallet to see if they are congruent. If so, then the algorithm transforms PA to make its locators coincident with PB, and then checks for interference between the resulting PA and WB U CB, and between PB and WA U C~. If no interference is found, then PA and PB are 3-compatible.
The checks for 2-compatibility and 1-compatibility are similar, except that the transformation mapping PA onto PB is no longer unique. In the 2-compatible case, such a transformation only exists when each pallet has a pair of locators separated by a common distance. When this condition is met, there are two transformations that make these locators coincident, separated by 180°. In the 1-compatible case, there are nine choices of locators to make coincident, and four orientations possible for each choice. Our implementation does not analyze 1-compatible pairs. After generating all compatible design pairs, the procedure scores and sorts the members of each group, using a weighted sum of the minimum single-fixture quality score and a measure that seeks to minimize the distance between workpiece-center points. Figure 4 shows the optimal 3-compatible pallet for our example problem. This pallet may be used to assemble either product, and allows switching between products in zero changeover time. This pallet design was found in 146 min, including fixture-generation time. Robust loading of this pallet was verified using a robot manipulator.
The density of compatible pallet pairs for this problem is shown below. The number of 1-compatible pairs was not determined, but would be very large. All pallet pairs are 0-compatible, because PA can always be placed next to PB while avoiding interference.
3-compatible pairs 7 2-compatible pairs 19, 709 Total mn pairs 1, 084, 287 This table shows that, at least for this example, compatible pallet designs for a mixed-product assembly are readily available. Future work should investigate whether this solution density is typical for a broad range of examples.
Discussion
The fixture-design algorithm described in this paper effectively designs fixtures to solve practical problems. All fixtures designed by the algorithm rigidly constrain the workpiece, are robust in the face of workpiece-shape variations, are easy to load, and satisfy the force-and position-tolerance requirements of the task. The fixtures designed by the algorithm may be quickly fabricated using proven hardware components that are widely available. The algorithm quickly produces good initial solutions to a given problem, and finds the global optimum solution in a reasonable amount of time.
An approach that worked exceptionally well in developing this result was that we began our investigation by selecting a class of hardware components that were currently in use in industrial applications. This selection involved simultaneous consideration of hardware and algorithmic issues, and enabled us to produce a design algorithm that mapped readily onto practical applications. We plan to continue using this strategy in our future work.
There are several ways to improve this result. One approach would be to replace some or all of the approximations made by the algorithm with exact calculations. A second approach would be to develop faster algorithms. A third approach would be to extend the functionality of the algorithm. Among these, extending the algorithm's functionality is by far the most important. The following sections explore each of these issues.
Eliminating Approximations
The algorithm makes several approximations in performing its computation. These include restricting the set of side fixel heights that are considered, discretizing the set of candidate clamp-body placements when z-constraint elements are allowed at off-grid locations, and applying a simplified analysis of the fixture-loading operation.
These approximations may be removed by replacing the algorithm's approximate calculations with exact methods. In some cases, this will incur significant additional computation; in our judgment, this is usually not worth the effort. From the user's perspective, the key limitations of this software are not these approximations, but the functionality limitations discussed below.
Reducing Run Time
Our algorithm is output-sensitive, with a run time that is dominated by the number of fixtures that may be output. This number may be quite large. From the work of Brost and Goldberg (1996) , there may be O(n4d5) possible xy-constraints for a given problem, where n is the number of workpiece faces and d is the workpiece diameter in grid units. Figure 26 shows a plot of best fixture quality as a function of time for the two examples presented in Section 7.
The philosophy behind our enumerative approach is based on the observation that real fixture-design problems involve a myriad of practical considerations that must be simultaneously satisfied. This observation leads us to the enumerative approach, for two reasons. First, the enumerative approach provides a generic fixture-synthesis algorithm that allows us to include arbitrary collections of task constraints. Second, the enumerative algorithm returns multiple solutions, allowing the user to apply subjective evaluation criteria that are not explicitly modeled. Table 1 shows the effect of task constraints on the fixturesolution space. The first line of the table shows the number of Fig. 26 . The run-time performance of the algorithm. qbest is the quality score of the best fixture generated so far; this plot shows how qbest improves with time as the computation proceeds. solutions to our two example problems before any task constraints are applied; this corresponds closely to the problem of synthesizing a grasp using ideal point contacts. The following lines show the reduction in the solution space as various task constraints are successively applied. Each line except the last reflects the number of fixtures generated with pruning turned off; the last line indicates the number of fixtures generated with pruning enabled.
These data indicate a 106-fold reduction in the solution space that occurs when task constraints are considered. In this sense, the problem becomes harder in the face of these constraints. Thus, alternative algorithms should be considered in the context of satisfying multiple task constraints before a meaningful run-time comparison can be made. Furthermore, if an alternative algorithm returns only a single fixture design, its run time should be compared to the time our algorithm requires to generate the first fixture design.
The table also illustrates the effectiveness of the branchand-bound pruning method, which allows the algorithm to find the global optimum fixture design while generating only 2% of the possible feasible solutions. With this in mind, we believe that developing faster synthesis algorithms in future work is not nearly as important as expanding the functionality of the algorithm; this is the topic of the next section.
Extending Functionality
Our current algorithm constructs global optimum fixture designs that satisfy multiple practical constraints and can be easily fabricated using proven hardware components. In our conversations with potential users of the software, these characteristics have been met with enthusiasm.
Even so, we have identified several shortcomings of the algorithm that impede its application in practice. These shortcomings are ripe opportunities for future work.
A main area of improvement would be to extend the algorithm to employ other types of primitive fixture elements. Examples include pin/hole or V-block location techniques, or alternative clamping elements. Extending the algorithm to include such elements will raise an interesting question: How can we efficiently select the most appropriate components for a given problem?
In addition, several extensions would improve the algorithm's utility for machining applications. The most important of these is to interface the fixture-design algorithm with process planning. In many cases the fixture-design problem is tightly coupled to the cutting plan, and sometimes fixturedesign constraints require modifications to the plan. Figure  18b shows an example. If we plan to cut the underside gasket surface and mounting holes in one setup, there is no way to place top clamps to avoid interference with the machining operation. The solution is to partition the cutting operation into two or more parts, and reposition the top clamps between (Descotte and Latombe 1981; Hayes and Wright 1989; Sakurai 1992; Chang 1992) .
Another extension that would aid machining applications would be to include strategies for minimizing deformation. Possible strategies include providing redundant hard contacts, or adding fixture elements that provide support by gently contacting the workpiece and then locking in place. Designing such fixtures would require suitable deformation analysis; see the previous work by Englert (1987) and Lee and Haynes (1986) .
For assembly applications, a key limitation is that the algorithm only synthesizes constraint for a single part. Many assembly problems require several parts to be held in a desired relative position before fastening operations are applied. To solve this problem, it is often necessary to exploit contacts between the parts, thus simplifying the fixture design. Initial results in this area have been obtained by De Meter (1993), Baraff, Mattikalli, and Khosla (1994) , and Wolter and Trinkle (1994) .
Finally, our mixed-product fixture-design algorithm could be significantly improved. The above generate-and-test procedure is complete, but combinatorially expensive. Several alternative strategies merit future study:
1. Exploit product families.
If the input-fixturedesign problems {(Wi,Ci),(W2,C2),...(Wn,C~)} are drawn from a family of closely related products, mixed-product fixture designs may be directly constructed using the normal fixture-design algorithm. This is accomplished by modifying the algorithmpreprocessing step to construct the set of common contact surfaces Sn = Sin s2 n... n Sn, where Si is the set of contact surfaces for workpiece Wi. The preprocessing step should also construct the maximum materialcondition workpiece WU = Wi U W2 U... U Wn, and similarly, the overall constraint Cu. This transforms the mixed-product fixture-design problem into the ordinary fixture-design problem of synthesizing a fixture that constrains the workpiece by contacting surfaces in Sn while avoiding interference with Wu U C~.
2. Defer support synthesis until compatibility analysis.
The normal design algorithm is used to generate xy-constraint designs, which are then combined and checked for compatibility. Support synthesis is deferred until compatible xy-constraints are found, and then the relative placement of the workpieces is used to directly synthesize compatible support locations. 3. Modify side-clamp synthesis. 1'he xy-constraintsynthesis procedure may be revised to directly construct mixed-product fixture designs. This is accomplished by synthesizing common locator setups for Wl and W2, and then seeking intersections of the resulting projected edges where the fourth pin may be placed; see Figure 27 . Each candidate pin location must be checked to see if it provides form closure for both Wi and W2 ; if so, then the four pins comprise a valid mixedproduct xy-constraint. ( We thank Matt Mason for this suggestion.) Combining all three of these ideas could lead to significant improvement in both computational efficiency and in the number of required pins.
Appendix: Force Calculations
The force-based quality metrics compute quality scores based on the fixture's ability to resist applied forces without exerting large contact-reaction forces on the workpiece. This analysis requires the following basic calculation: given a fixture design and an applied force FA = [FxA FyA FzA txA tyA 'rZA 11 what are the contact-reaction forces? This appendix explains this calculation.
With frictionless contacts, all z-constraint forces are parallel to the z-axis, and all xy-constraint forces are parallel to the xy-plane. This allows us to decouple our force analysis into separate calculations that consider only the xy-or zcomponents of the fixture design. For the moment, let us assume that the xy-constraint contacts are points rather than vertical line segments, and that these points lie on a constant-z plane. Under these conditions, the xy-constraint contact forces exert no net moment about the x-and y-axes, and no force component in the zdirection. Similarly, the z-constraint contact forces exert no moment about z-axis, and have no force components in the x-or y-directions. Thus, the xy-constraint can only affect the force components Fx, Fy, and t'z, while the z-constraint contacts can only affect Fz, tx, and iy. This allows us to write two independent sets of forcebalance equations describing in-plane and out-of-plane equilibrium conditions. For the xy-constraint, we have:
where ci and si are the cosine and sine of the angle of contact normal i, and li is the moment arm about the z-axis exerted by contact i.
Similarly, for a z-constraint, we can write:
where indices 5, 6, and 7 refer to the support/top-clamp contacts, and (xi, yi) is the location of contact i, measured in the same coordinate system as FA.
Equations (6)-(8) describe the in-plane equilibrium condition with three equations in four unknowns, and eqs. (9)-( 11 ) describe the out-of-plane equilibrium condition with three equations in three unknowns. The next two sections explain our method for solving these equations.
A.1. The xy-Constraint Force Calculation Equations (6)-(8) describe the in-plane equilibrium with three equations and four unknowns: Fl, F2, F3, and F4. However, if the side-clamp thrust force Fplunger is defined, then F4 may be determined from Fplunger and the fixture geometry. Thus, when Fplunger is defined, there are only three unknowns, and the values of Fl , F2, and F3 may be found by using standard elimination methods. If Fplunger is not defined, then the system is statically indeterminate. This is because there may be an arbitrary internal force resulting from positive contact forces that cancel to produce no net external force. To resolve this problem, we assume that this internal force is zero; that is, if no external force is applied, then all of the contact-reaction forces are zero. Under this assumption, a nonzero applied force is resisted by contact-reaction forces at three of the four contacts, with the fourth contact exerting zero reaction force. The contacts that generate nonzero reaction forces may be identified by setting Fl, F2, F3, and F4 individually to zero, solving equations (6)-(8) for the remaining contact forces, and taking the solution that produces non-negative reaction forces at each contact.
Our assumption of zero internal strain essentially treats the side contacts as ideal unilateral kinematic constraints that are perfectly placed. If the real side-contact locations are slightly loose, then the workpiece will move slightly in response to the applied force, and the calculated contact-reaction forces will be correct. If the real side-contact locations are slightly tight, then nonzero internal strain will exist, and the calculated contact-reaction forces will underestimate the true forces.
Here we assume that this effect is small compared to the applied force magnitude; this assumption is realistic when the side-clamp mechanism allows the clamp to be locked in position while applying only a small force. The manual clamp shown in Figure 6a has this property.
A.2. The z-Constraint Force Calculation Equations (9)d 11 ) describe the out-of-plane equilibrium condition with three equations in three unknowns. These equations may be solved directly to find F5, F6, and F7. These force magnitudes may then be converted to the contact forces exerted by each fixture element.
If the top-clamp force Ftop is left undefined, then the supports and top clamps are treated as ideal kinematic constraints, and we assume zero internal strain. Thus, for each support/top-clamp contact i, if Fi < 0, then we take Fsupport, _ -F'i and Ftop, = 0; otherwise, Fsupport, = 0 and Ftop, = F; . If Ftop is defined, then we replace each Fi in eqs. (9)-(11) with (Fsupport, -Ftop), and solve the resulting linear system for each Fsuppon, value. If any Support, is negative, then the corresponding top clamp is overwhelmed, and the fixture is discarded.
A.3. Side Contacts at Different Heights
If the side-locator contacts are at different heights, then the in-plane and out-of-plane constraint equations are no longer decoupled. However, it is still the case that the z-constraint contacts do not exert moments about the z-axis, or produce force components in the x-or y-directions. If Fplunger is defined, then there is exactly one choice of contact-reaction force that solves equations (6H8). In this case, we first compute the contact-reaction forces at all of the side contacts, and then apply the contact heights to determine the moments exerted by the side-contact-reaction forces:
where zi is the height of contact i, which we will explain in a moment. We then form txA = txA + t'XsICIe and tyA = ryA + t'YSl(le' replace the txA and tyA terms in eqs. (9)-(l 1), and solve for the z-constraint forces as before.
If Fplunger is not defined, then the underconstraint in the inplane eqs. (6)-(8) leads to underconstraint in the out-of-plane equations as well. This is because the xy-constraint's internal strain can then be chosen to produce moments about x and y, thus altering the contact-reaction forces of the z-constraint. We resolve this problem by again assuming that all contactreaction forces are zero in the absence of an external force.
Under this assumption, there is only one consistent solution to the in-plane eqs. (6)-(8), which in turn determines specific out-of-plane torques txs,ae and t'Yslde' which are added to the out-of-plane equations as described above.
These calculations require that we determine a particular height zi for each side contact i. Because each fixel actually contacts the workpiece along a range of heights, the fixel makes a line contact with the workpiece, with an associated contact-pressure distribution. Our single parameter zi is a model of the lumped effect of this distribution, corresponding to the centroid of the distribution. How do we determine this value? Figure 28 shows a simple example that motivates our approach to this problem. The workpiece is subjected to a torque about the z-axis, which induces contact-reaction forces in two side locators at different heights. Figure 28b shows a side view of this situation. The side locators make contact along line segments with associated height ranges Z1 = [Zrninl' zmaxl ] and Z2 = [Zrnin2' ZMaX2]. Regardless of the pressure distribution at each contact, the equivalent contact heights z and z2 must lie within these intervals. Thus, if ZI and Z2 do not overlap, then the contact-reaction forces must exert a net moment, which tends to cause the workpiece to tip as shown in Figure 28c . As the workpiece tips, it breaks contact at the most distant endpoints of Zi and Z2, concentrating contact pressure at the near endpoints of Zi and Z2, minimizing the induced moment. Fig. 28 . Tipping moments induced by side contacts at different heights. (a) The workpiece is subjected to a pure torque about z. (b) This side view shows the initial contact pressure distributed along the line segment of contact between the side locators and the workpiece. (c) These reaction forces tend to cause the workpiece to tip, which in turn tends to concentrate the contact pressure near the end of each contact segment.
Based on this observation, we chose to assume that the side-contact-pressure distribution will produce an aggregate contact height that minimizes the induced tipping moment. The idea behind this assumption is that if reaction forces induce an out-of-plane moment on the workpiece, it will tend to tip away from the contacts in response, thus transferring contact pressure to reduce the tipping moment.
We can apply this assumption to select contact heights for our example: if Z1 and Z2 overlap, we choose zi = z2 E (Zi nZ2), resulting in zero induced moment and decoupled in-plane and out-of-plane equilibrium equations. If ZI and Z2 do not overlap, we choose the closest endpoints of Z1 and Z2 to minimize the resulting tipping moment. This method has the desirable feature of decoupling eqs. (6)-(8) and (9)-(11) whenever possible, while allowing a smooth transition to cases where the equations cannot be decoupled.
We can generalize this approach to handle the case of four fixels by plotting the locus of possible induced moments in the (tx, ty) space. Given known reaction-force magnitudes, each fixel contact gives rise to a line segment of possible induced moments, corresponding to the range of moments exerted as the contact height varies from Zmin to zmax ; see Figures 29a-29c. The set of possible moments for two contacts corresponds to the Minkowski sum of the two corresponding line segments, as shown in Figure 29d . The resulting parallelogram in the (tx, ty) space delineates the set of all total moments that are possible given choices of zl E Z1 and z2 E Z2. Continuing this process will produce the set of total moments that may be exerted by all four contacts acting in concert, for all choices of specific contact heights. If Li is the line segment in (tx, ty) space corresponding to contact i, then the set of all possible total moments is M = L 1 EÐ L2 E) L3 fl3 L4, where fl3 denotes the Minkowski sum; see Figure 29e .
The set M is always convex; we can compute this set by calculating all possible vertices of M and then forming the convex hull. These vertices may be generated by the following equations: where zt; indicates either Znin, or Fmax,. This produces a set of 24 = 16 candidate points; the convex hull typically has fewer vertices.
Constructing M allows us to immediately determine the minimum induced tipping moment. If M includes the origin, then the minimum induced moment is zero and eqs. (6)- (8) and (9)-( 11 ) are decoupled. Otherwise, the minimum moment corresponds to the point in M that is closest to the origin. It is possible to determine the corresponding zi values through appropriate bookkeeping, but this is unnecessary, because the coordinates of the closest point directly provide the desired r.11.,.d. and rY.d. values.
A.4. Force Analysis without Top Clamps Equations (9)-(11) assume that the z-constraint is a tripod of bilateral constraints formed by support/top-clamp pairs. If top clamps are absent, then there may be more than three support-contact points, each of which provides only unilateral support constraint. In this case, the basic calculation is: given a z-constraint and an applied force FA, what downward force WCG is required at the center of mass to prevent tipping? This result is then used to calculate wexcess WCG -ww, which is used as the basis of the quality function QzF as described in Section 6.2.
To perform this calculation, we first verify that (xcom, Ycom,) is contained within the support convex hull. If not, then the part will tip in the absence of any applied force, and the fixture design is discarded. Likewise, we check to see whether FA is a pure vertical force passing through (xcom ~ Ycom) if so, then WCG = Z. * If neither of these conditions applies, we proceed to calculate the required CG force. To understand this computation, consider the case where FA is a pure downward force exerted at some point pA . In this case, FzA is negative. As shown in Figure 30 , this point must lie in a sector formed by the center of mass and some pair of support vertices; the line connecting these vertices forms the fulcrum of a lever that balances FZA and WCG. To produce force balance, WCG must be positive if pA is outside the support region, and negative if pA is inside the support region. Regardless of whether pA is inside or outside the support region, the contact forces at the support vertices are both positive.
We exploit this property to identify the CG force required to prevent tipping. This is accomplished by forming the convex hull of the support points, and representing the resulting edges as (pi, pj) point pairs. Then, for each point pair we apply eqs. (9)-( 11 ) to the pseudo-tripod formed by pi, p~ , and (xcom, ycom). If the resulting contact forces at pi and pj are both positive, then (pi, pj) is the critical support edge and the force at (xcom, ycom) is -w~~; otherwise, we proceed to the next point pair. Note that this method will recover wog even if FA is not a pure downward force. Fig. 29 . Constructing the set of possible total moments about the x-and y-axes that may be induced by all four side fixels acting in concert. (a) Workpiece in contact with four fixels. The applied force and moment and the fixel forces and moments are listed in the table. (b) Moments about the x-and y-axes that may be induced by fixel 1. (c) Possible moments for fixel 4. (d) Possible combined moments from fixels 1 and 4 are indicated by the shaded box. (e) Possible moments induced by fixels 1-4 are indicated by the shaded box; the minimum value is indicated by a dot. Fig. 30 . Determining the CG force required to prevent tipping. The support region is indicated by the dashed line.
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